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his issue of Cascadia Times is the
first in a series of issues that
address the Pacific Ocean.
Future issues will consider coastal
shorelands and salmon.
The trouble with America's oceans,
as the Pew Oceans Commission pointed
out last summer, in part is with the catastrophic decline of fish stocks, as well
as with the ineffective way thev are
managed. As we decail in this issue, the
Pacific Ocean is governed by federal
fishery management councils that are
run by the very people who profit from
the fishery management plans.
This is a recipe for disaster.
But chis alone does not account for
the collapse of ocean ecosystems.
Coastal pollution and coastal sprawl also
contribute to the problem, and these
concerns will be explored in the next
issue of Cascadia Times.
Shorelands dump pollution into the
ocean that can damage the entire food
chain,
all the way co past the
Continental Shelf to the deep sea floor.
Coastal sprawl is choking rivers and
estuaries that nourish the tidal zones
with fresh water.
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The
Who Run
the Fishhouse
The personal business interests of
federal fishery 1nanagers collide with
their job to protect endangered wildlife
STORIES BY PAUL KOBERSTEIN
magine the CEO of Weyerhaeuser appointed to run the national
forests. As part of the deal, he gets to keep his old job. Federal law
wouldn't allow it, of course. It's a simple conflict of interest. But
when it comes to the folks who regulate ocean fishing, conflicts of
interest are not only permissible, they're a regular part of the game.
Consider Sean Martin of Hawaii, and the four hats he wears. As a
fisherman, Martin earns a living from the sea. He owns a business that
sells equipment so others can, too. As an activist, he heads a trade
group that is fighting environmental regulations co protect endangered sea turtles. And as a regulator, he recently voted to open fishing
in areas and ways that have been proven harmful to endangered
species.
Martin and his business partner, Jim Cook - himself a council
member in 1990s - have had it both ways: they help make the rules,
and they profit from the rules. And on occasion, Martin and Cook
have been prosecuted for breaking those very rules.
Martin is one of 13 members of the Western Pacific Regional
Fishery Management Council (known as "Wespac"), a position Cook
held throughout the 1990s. Congress created the council in 1976 as
one of eight that govern U.S. waters in the Atlantic, Caribbean, Gulf
of Mexico and the Pacific. Wespac governs close to 50 percent of U.S.
waters, an area of ocean as large as the other councils' areas combined.
Congress put three of the councils in charge of the Pacific Ocean:
the Western Pacific Council, based in Honolulu; the North Pacific
Council in Anchorage; and the Pacific Council in Portland. The
Council member's job, which pays $380 per day, is to set the seasons
and allocate the catch among various interest groups. They must also
protect the environment, guard against overfishing, prevent the
killing of endangered species and reduce the immense amount of
wasted catch.
But with billions of dollars worth of fish co divvy up, the councils
have repeatedly helped to deplete fish stocks and to kill massive
numbers of endangered animals as they voted for more fishing. If the
oceans belong to everyone, should the fishing industry be allowed to
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Fisherman, businessman, regulator and activist: Sean Martin meets the press in
2000 after a federaljudge closes longline fishing to protect endangered sea turtles.

claim it as its own? The industry thinks so, but others disagree.
None of the 38 members on the three Pacific Ocean councils represents conservation interests. In their 27-year history, none of the
three councils has ever had a representative from the conservation
community. The overwhelming majority on each council has always
represented groups that are clamoring for more and more fish.
This year, the Bush administration was given a chance to fill a
vacancy on the Pacific council. Instead of picking a qualified conservationist or biologist, the administration packed the council with its
fourth charter boat operator. Some say it's no coincidence that in
September, the council voted to increase the charter industry's catch
of bocaccio, the most depleted Pacific stock.
In 1976, Congress reasoned that the fishers would be better than
anyone else at regulating ocean fisheries because of their experience
at sea. But it turned out that Congress hired cats to run the fishhouse.
Congress set up the system for plundering.
Since 1976, the number of stocks listed as overfished has skyrocketed from 14 to at least 86. With the status of hundreds more stocks
not known, odds are many more are in trouble, says biologist Mark
Hixon, Ph.D., of Oregon State University. And with many of the socalled "healthy" stocks themselves mired in a deep decline, the problem is likely to get worse, Hixon says.
The councils claim the failed policies of the past are gone. But the
number of overfished species has increased three of the lase four
years, and has climbed 25 percent since 1997. The councils continue
to allow fishing on even the most depleted stocks, and some stocks
are in such bad shape that recovery is a going to take 100 years or
more. After thoroughly reviewing America's troubled oceans, the Pew
Oceans Commission recently called for an end to the current system
of an industry that governs itself.
"The councils are acting like the tobacco industry did with the ~
00
denial of health effects," says Mark Powell of the Ocean Conservancy. g
"It took a long time to provide the evidence, but common sense ;!
always told you there was a problem."
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"The councils are acting like the tobacco industry did with the denial of health effects. It took a long time
to produce the evidence, but common sense always told you there was a problem"

-Mar,k Powell, The Ocean Conservancy
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Plundering~~~~~~~~
"Their slide toward extinction has been the most rapid decline for any significant large.vertebrate population
in history:' -Scott Eckert, Ph.D., leatherback sea turtle biologist
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n June 2003, the Secretary of
Commerce appointed Sean Martin
co a seat on the Western Pacific
Fishery Management Council. The
appoinrrnenn brought the number of
commercial fishermen on the council to
four. Martin is a longliner, a segment of
the industry chat pursues tuna and
swordfish on the high seas and in the
process kills endangered sea turtles and
sea birds. He is also co-owner, with Jim
Cook, of Pacific Ocean Producers, a
leading fishing equipment supply company. Cook is chairman of the council's
advisory committees, and is a former
council chair.
Almost every time a fishing vessel
sails out of Honolulu, Marcin and Cook
make money. They sell the bait, the ice,
and the gear. They have a personal stake
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he 1996 MagnusonStevens Act established
eight regional councils,
including three in the Pacific,
comprised of"individuals who, by
reason of their occupational or
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other experience, scientific expertise, or training, are knowledgeable regarding conservation and
management, or the commercial
or recreational harvest, of the
fishery resources of the geograph-

ical area concerned."
Among the 38 members of the
three councils that govern the
Pacific, 22 represent commercial
or recreational. fishing interests, or
about 58 percent. Another 15

fatten his wallet at the expense of the
leatherback. On Sept. 23, 2003, the
council faced the question of whether to
reopen swordfishing in the very waters
where leailiu.nhweks are known to
migrate. Biologists told the council the
rule would harm 144 sea turtles per year,
of which more than 40 would be
Ieatherbacks. It would allow longliners
to employ 75 percent of the number of
hooks they had set during the boom
years of 1994-1998.
On a motion by Martin, the council
voted 8-5 to reopen the fishery. One
council member suggested Martin had
violated the council's conflict of interest
rules, according co two witnesses. But
executive director Kitty M. Simonds
says the council's attorney determined
that no conflict of interest rules were
to

represent state, federal or tribal
agencies. The law does not
require any of the members to
represent conservation interests,
and none do.

Pacific
Fishery Management Council

North Pacific
Fishery Management Council

Headquarters: Honolulu, Hawai' i
Jurisdiction: 200 miles surrounding Hawai' i,
Guam, American Samoa, the Northern Mariana
Islands; and Palmyra Atoll, Kingman Reef and
Midway,Johnston, Wake, Jarvis, Howland and
Baker Islands; high seas

Headquarters: Portland, Oregon
Jurisdiction: 200 miles off California, Oregon
and Washington;high seas

Headquarters; Anchorage, Alaska
Jurisdiction: 200 miles off Alaska in the Pacific
Ocean, Gulf of Alaska and Bering Sea; high seas

VOTING MEMBERS: Of 14 council members,
8 represent commercial or recreational fishing.

VOTING MEMBERS: Of 11 council members,
6 represent commercial fishing.

VOTING MEMBERS: Of 13 council members,
8 represent commercial or recreational fishing.

Federal: 1 member
8%

State:

,,.,,

4 members1/
31%
I

Commercial
Fishing:
4 members
38%

Federal:

Recreational
Fishing: 4 members 15%

are from Hawai'i,
Guam, American
Samoa, and the
Northern Mariana
Islands

Other:

1 member Commercial
7%
Fishing:
1 member
2
members 14%
7%

1 member
9%

Tribal:

Note: Stace membersare
from California, Oregon,
Washington and Idaho

State:
3 members

State:

4 members
Note: State members 29%
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ing around Hawai"i as a leading cause.
"If these turtles are to be saved, immediate action is needed to minimize mortality through fishing and to maximize
hatchling production. We believe that
fishing practices in the Pacific must be
changed to save marine biodiversity,"
the authors wrote.
The longliners fasten thousands of
baited hooks to lines that extend for up
to 60 miles. When turtles cross the lines,
their long pectoral fins can get tangled,
causing some to drown. Others bite the
bait and get hauled on deck. Dead or
alive, these turtles are tossed back as
just so much industrial waste. Studies
show about a third of the injured turtles
die.
It didn't take long for Martin to participate in a decision chat had potential

Western Pacific
Fishery Management Council

....
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in the outcome of almost any fishing
regulation they help write.
So will the creatures of the sea that
interact with commercial fishing.
Longlining has played a major role in
the decimation of leatherback sea turtles over the lase two decades.
Populations crashed in the 1990s by 95
percent at the same time swordfish
longlining boomed. Longlining has also
harmed four other endangered sea turtle
species the green, loggerhead,
hawksbill and olive ridley - and two
types of albatross.
The leatherback may now be just 10
years away from extinction, biologists
say. In June 2000, the scientific journal,
Nature, published an article warning
about the imminent leatherback extinction and citing commercial longline fish-

27%
Recreational
Fishing:
6 members 43%

Federal: 1 member
9%

Commercial
Fishing:
6 members
55%
Note: State members arc
from Alaska. Washington
and Oregon

.........................
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"To me, they are just a bunch of pirates, lining their pockets on the public teat" - Paul Achitef{, Earthjustice
broken. Yet the vote has provoked continuing furor among conservationists.
"It's a big conflict of interest," said
Linda Paul, a Honolulu attorney with
Hawaii Audubon. "Martin had no business making the motion or voting for it.
This council is industry-controlled,
managed by short-term economic interests."
"The council is rife with conflicts of
interest," says Rick Gaffney, a prominent recreational fisherman and president of the Hawai'i Fishing and Boating
Association. "That is one of the reasons
it's been such a failure." Gaffney also'
said the council favors a tiny handful of
people while "completely ignoring the
fishing interests of the most valuable
fishing industry in Hawai'i, recerational
fishing." In doing so, Wespac has threatened the fragile Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands ecosystem. "It's being managed
improperly," said Gaffney, a strong supporter of the reserve.
r
The Sept. 23 vote may also lead to
violations of the Endangered Species
Acc. "It would authorize a far higher
number of sea turtle takes than the scientific record supports," says William
Hogarth, assistant administrator of
NOAA Fisheries (the federal agency in
charge of ocean policies; until recently it
changed its name from the National
Marine Fisheries Service, though it still
sometimes calls itself that).

ticipation, in 2001.
Over the last two decades, scientists
sav, the Western Pacific council and
NOM Fisheries helped push the monk
seal and the leatherback sea turtle
toward the brink of extinction. Yet the
council vehemently denies any major
role in the demise of these species. In
fact, the council is pursuing ways to
resume fisheries banned by the courts
for their destructive impacts on monk
seals and sea turtles.
And yet, when it comes to its environmental record, the Western Pacific
council is not necessarily out of step
with ocher federal fishery councils that
govern the Pacific Ocean. An investigation by Cascadia Times shows that the
ocher councils have created similar
nightmares in their own backyards. For
example:
• .The Pacific council is presiding
over the continuing disastrous collapse
of rockfish, its once most valuable fishery (see "The Rockfish files," Page 8).
With 82 groundfish stocks co manage,
the council has assessed only-20, and has
declared nine stocks to be overfished
with at least three more approaching an
overfished condition. The Pacific council is letting fishers kill species that have
declined by as much as % percent from
historical levels. In June it approved
rules allowing the destruction of endangered sea turtles in its own longlining
fisheries. The council also has ignored
he Western Pacific council dis- commercial fishing's ongoing permanent
misses concerns that- it has a damage to coral ecosystems offshore of
track record of advocating envi- California, Oregon and Washington.
ronmentally damaging fishing plans.
• The North Pacific council recentWith about 1.5 million square miles ly refused to slow down the industrialunder its jurisdiction, the Western scale fishing and the loss of Alaska's rich
Pacific council governs 50 percent of coral heritage (see "Essential Coral
oceans under U.S. control, an area Gardens," Page 11). lt has presided over
known as the Exclusive Economic fisheries in Alaska that apparently have
Zone, or EEZ. It also controls fishing. taken food away from the endangered
access to as much as 70 percent of all Steller sea lion, aiding in its collapse
U.S. coral reefs. For the last 27 years, over the last several decades. The wallKitty Simonds has been executive direc- eye pollock fishery has systematically
tor of the Western Pacific Fishery reduced the abundance of this main sea
Management Council, and before that lion prey by approximately sixty perserved as an aide co Sen. Hiram Fong, a cent.
Hawai'i's first member of Congress. ::
A 2002 report by the National
Wespac claims it is devoted to pfo- Research Council concluded that the
tecting the environment. As a rec1ym effects of fishing cannot be rejected as a
article in its newsletter, Pacific Island cause for the almost ninety percent
FisheryNews, stated, "The ocean and its decline in western Alaska, and that the
resources define our way of life in the current sea lion population decline may
Pacific Islands. Ensuring chat these be due to a combination of factors. The
resources remain healthy for future gen- report recommended an experimental
erations of US Pacific Islanders is the design to examine these issues. The
work of the
Western Pacific experimental design would close subManagement Council."
stantial portions of fishing areas in prime
But ochers say the the Western Pacific sea lion foraging habitat, similar to a syscouncil is has built fisheries at the tem of closed areas required by NOM
• expense of protecting the environment. Fisheries in 2000, at lease until a conThe council is now trying to expand gressional rider changed the rules. The
commercial fishing for boccomfish and experimental design has yet 'to be
coral into protected areas within the rel- implemented.
atively pristine Northwestern Hawaiian
The Northern council says its
Islands. This 1,200-mile long archipel- groundfish are in good shape, but it has
ago between the Main Hawaiian Islands never defined a threshold below which
and Kure Atoll is the primary breeding it defines an "overfished" species. Of
grounds of the Hawaiian monk seal, one 191 groundfish species, the council has
of the most endangered marine mam- assessed only 21. The condition of the
mals in the world. At the same time, the other 170 stocks, or about 89 percent, is
council is crying co undermine the Coral unknown. A 200 l analysis by the Ocean
Reef Ecosystem Reserve created by Conservancy said some other stocks
executive order, with broad public par- "did not appear to be.in as good shape as ·

"f

the subset the Council
assessed." In addition,
overfishing on crab in the
Aleutians and Bering Sea
has led co fishing closures.

T

he definition of
terms like "overfishing" depends
on whom you ask.
"None of the fishery
resources that we manage
are overfished," Simonds
told the Honolulu Scar
Bulletin in 2000.
As Simonds spoke, the
lobster fishery in the pristine
Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands had just
been ordered closed by
NOM Fisheries in the
wake of a federal court
ruling protecting the
monk seal.
he map below charts the migration routes
of two leatherback sea turtles. Each left
Between
1982 and
1992, the catch was nearly
from Monterey Bay, California, around
4 million animals above
September 18, 2000. Satellites tracked their
movement westward. The white dots indicate
the quota and then it
crashed, They caught
areas where U.S. longliners set their hooks in
these lobsters in or near 2001. The bigger dots indicate more hooks.
areas now designated as The photo at above shows a leatherback swim"critical habitat" for the
ming near the California coast.
Hawaiian monk seal,
Ltathtrback sea turtle photo by Scott Eckert. Map is drawn
which was added to the
from informationprovided by NOAA Fisheries.
Endangered Species List
in 1976.
At the same time, large
nuu(~el's of seal JJUJJS
were dying of starvation.
From the monk seals'
point of view, humans
were stealing their food.
Those humans included
the skipper of a vessel
owned bv Jim Cook and
Sean Marti». At the time,
Cook was a member and soon to be chairman
who write the rules don't always obey
- of the Western Pacific council.
them. And sometimes they just change
Carroll Cox, then a special agent for them. In 1997, the Western Pacific counthe U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in cil - with Cook as chairman - voted to
Honolulu, told Cascadia Times in a allow a "retain-all" fishery for lobsters.
recent interview that Cook was fined In most other places in the country it is
$40,000 for the illegal harvest of 1,200 illegal co kill egg-bearing females and
undersized juvenile spiny and slipper undersized juveniles.' •
lobsters, the illegal harvest of 1,300
"They were like thieves in the
females with eggs, and failing to main- night," Cox says.
tain accurate and complete lobster catch
"To me,"
says Achitoff
of
reports. This was the same lobster fish- Earthjustice, "they are just a bunch of
ery blamed for the catastrophic decline pirates, lining their pocket» on the pubof endangered Hawaiian monk seals.
lic teat."
Cox says that in 1993 and 1995,
NOM closed lobster seasons in the
NOM Fisheries twice fined Martin and islands several times in the 1990s
Cook's Pacific Ocean Producers $5,000 because of potential overfishing, and on
for failing to file commercial fishing log- June 26, 2000, NOAA closed them
books. The logbooks contain important again. Lobster fishing has been closed
records on the killing of fish and other ever since. The 2000 Executive Order
marine animals. In 1999, the company · establishing the Northwestern Hawaiian
was fined $10,000 for fishing within the Islands Coral Reef Ecosystem Reserve
monk seal's range in a protected area made those closures permanent.
near the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands.
hen Congress created the
Rick Gaffney,the recreational fishing
councils in 1976, it granted
advocate, said "I don't know any other
them a certain amount of
place in America where someone who is· autonomy, The Western Pacific council
tasked with management of a resource has repeatedly pushed against the limits
and who violates the rules and is allowed of
to continue."
continuedon Page 16
In the Western Pacific, the people
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Western Pacific council

pushes plan to quash
historic coral reserve
Council puts corals, spiny lobster and rare monk
seal at risk so a few can profit
, , I am writing to ask for your help in
reversing an 'Llth-hour decision' by
former President Clinton that will
have a devastating economic impact on
the fishing industry of Hawaii," Linda
Lingle, then a Republican candidate for
governor of Hawaii, wrote in a letter two
years ago to U.S. Commerce .Secrerary
Don Evans.
That decision
had created
the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands Coral
Reef Ecosystem Reserve, which protects up to 70 percent of the coral reefs
in the U.S., culminating a century of
preservation initiated by Republican
President Theodore Roosevelt.
The
Western
Pacific
Regional
Fishery
Management
Council,
or
Wespac, headed by executive director
Kitty M. Simonds, had convinced
Lingle, to send Evans a letter calling for
the annulment of the Executive Orders
which
established
the Coral Reef
Ecosystem Reserve.
The letter, a copy of which was
obtained by Cascadia Times,was written
by the Western Pacific council as part of
its campaign tO undermine the historic
reserve, and appears co be evidence that
the council was willing even to distort
the facts to achieve this end.
But seven months later, Lingle determined that the reserve had widespread
support after hearing from a range of
fishermen,
fish processors,
Native
Hawaiian cultural practitioners, scientists and ordinary citizens who had united their communities to persuade the
White House co protect the distant
islands from the management abuses of
Wespac and NOM Fisheries. On Oct.
10, 2001, she sent a second letter co
Evans, retracting her opposition to the
reserve and urging him to go-forward
with it. She said she based her previous
comment on a "less than complete
understanding" of the issue. "After listening to individuals on both sides of
the I issue, I now urge you to allow the
Executive Orders co stand ... "
Lingle, now the governor of Hawai'i,
learned chat Clinton's order was no 11 ch00
:ie hour decision at all, but a well-consid.,: ered judgment overwhelmingly
supc ported by Hawaiians. Over the past
three years, 26 federal and state hearings
and scoping sessions have been held on
~
the management of the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands.
The public has
M
~ responded with an outpouring of 52,000
, , letters of support for strong conservation
~ measures. Only a tiny fraction - about
I percent - of those who made a comment opposed the ecosystem reserve.
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An endangered Hawaiian monk seal swims near its home in the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands. Photo courtesy NOAA Fisheries.

The council also told Lingle that the
fish in the fragile and shallow coral reef
ecosystem reserve "will cause great neg- areas surrounding remote atolls and
ative socioeconomic impacts to the state
islands, under a "coral reef ecosystem"
of Hawaii." They also said it 'could
fishery plan. The Executive Order credestroy all existing fisheries in federal
ating the reserve does not allow these
wacers off Hawaii that haven't already
actions, bur Simonds and the council are
been shut down by the courts for their
now trying to weaken the order.
impacts on endangered species.
"It is such a perverse thought that the
None of this was true. The reserve
result of President Clinton's actions to
allows existing fisheries t0 continue as protect
the coral
reefs of the
they are. As for the economic impacts,
Northwestern Hawaiian islands would
they would be miniscule. No one fishes result in industrial exploitation and harfor
lobsters
anymore
in
the
vesting in the£e very coral reefs," says
Northwestern
Hawaiian
Islands.
Ellen Athas, who worked at the Clinton
Thanks to the council's mismanageWhite House on ocean issues.
ment, the small fishery was already
"The coral reefs cake so long tO grow
closed, preventing the six Northwestern
-you look at 4 inches and it's taken 400
lobster vessels from setting traps. Only years to get there. Scientists cell us what
about nine boats participate in the commagic they contain for us."
mercial bottomfish fisherv there. The
When the White House looked at the
Executive Order grandfathers in the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands for the
existing
and very
first time, Athas said it saw an area rich
small cadre of botin resources in a relatively pristine
tornfishers and the
condihandful of recreational
tion.
"The
fishers who brave the rough
northern waters.
only
To those who follow the Western
people who
council closely, information that it intenwould battionally misled the soon-to-be-elected
tie against it
governor came as no surprise. They say are maybe a dozen
Simonds has been misleading the public
fishermen. We never get the opportuniand policy-makers for years as· she has
ty anymore to see these places. Other
attempted to maintain the healthy
places everything is developed, the
scream of appropriations flowing to her hotels are in place and the corals are all
small Council for the "management" of gone."
NWHI fisheries, while catering t0 the
Athas is not alone in finding it unfathhandful of fishers who dominate the omable to think that anyone would
council and who over the years have
oppose the reserve other than chose who
played a major role in nearly driving to · play power politics or are somehow conextinction two of the most endangered
nected to the jewelry industry.
large animals on the planet: leatherback
Of course, many people would find it
sea turtle and the Hawaiian monk seal.
unfathomable to learn what Wespac did
"This is a story of a very small numto the Hawaiian monk seal.
ber of people holding SO percent of U.S.
The seal's main breeding grounds lie
ocean
resources
hostage,"
says
in the most isolated archipelago on
Stephanie Fried, a senior scientist for earth, the Northwestern
Hawaiian
Environmental Defense, a conservation
Islands, stretching 1,200 nautical miles
group. "It's also a Stary of a popular
from the Main Hawaii Islands to Kure
uprising led by Native Hawaiian culturAtoll.
al practitioners,
fishers, and environThe Northwestern Islands are also
mentalists, all working together to pro- home to 'millions of seabirds and rare
tect one of the last great ecosystems on green sea turtles, as well as 70 percent of
earth."
all coral reefs in the U.S .
After Bush took office, Simonds
During the lase two decades, a frightstepped up her campaign tO dismantle
ening crash in the number of monk seal
the new Coral Reef Ecosystem Reserve.
pups has put the species in jeopardy. In
With each fishery shut down by the a word, the pups are starving.
reserve, the council stands to lose federIn the 1800s, hunters decimated che
al dollars appropriated for managing
population.
In 1909,
Republican
each of those fisheries. Her agenda
President Theodore Roosevelt issued an
called for maintaining the council's cash
Executive
Order
to protect
the
flow by setting up a commercial industry
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands and
to collect deep sea corals, and to harvest
establish a wildlife refuge system there.

Since it was listed as endangered in
1976, the seal's population crashed once
again. In the 1970s, about 90 percent of
seal pups survived to adulthood. Two
decades lacer, only about 10 percent survived.
Biologists say the total population is
now only 1,400. The monk seal is now
considered to be highly endangered to
the point that a natural catastrophe
could lead to extinction.
In 1999, three conservation groups Greenpeace Foundation, Center for
Biological Diversity, and Turtle Island
Restoration
Network - successfully
sued to stop Wespac from allowing the
small but high-impact 6-boat lobster
fishery co continue to decimate lobsters.
The groups also cited the council's highimpact but small bottornfish fishery
around the islands as a cause. "The data
strongly suggest that the [lobster) fishery contributes co the starvation of the
monk seals," the federal judge in the
case ruled.
The council denied - and denies
today - that its lobster fisheries starved
the monk seal pups. But a growing number of scientific reports say otherwise.
In 1983, the federal monk seal recovery team called for studies co determine
how much of the seal's food was being
caught by fishers. In 1991, biologists
with
the
U.S. Marine Mammal
Commission called on NOM Fisheries
tO halt the lobster catch, and it did. In
1993, NOM Fisheries reopened lobster
fishing, and, 424,000 lobsters were
caught.
Between 1997 and 2000 the annual
lobster catch ranged between 200,000
and 300,000.
During these years, as monk seal populations
plummeted,
the
Marine
Mammal Commission again and again
repeated its call for a halt to the lobster
fishery. They wrote more than twenty
letters between 1991 and 2000 expressing deep concern. But the Western
council kept responding by saying,
"Bugger off - there is no scientific
proof here," says Paul Achicoff, an
Earthjustice attorney who represented
the conservation
groups. "They said
they weren't going co take any action c6
protect the monk seal."
In 1999, the Hawaiian Monk Seal
Recovery Team, concerned about the
declining
colony at French Frigate ·
Shoals, recommended closing for the
lobster fishery for three years to allow
stocks to recover.
The council refused that request.
Instead, it set a lobster quota of up to
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'After listening to individuals on both sides of the issue, I now urge you to allow the

Executive Orders to stand .. :· - Linda Lingle, in letter to Commerce Secretary Don Evans
In December 2000, almost a century
after Roosevelt's visionary protection
measures, President Clinton designated
the islands as the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands Coral Reef Ecosystem
Reserve. As Lingle wrote in her second
letter to Evans, Hawaii's fishermen,
native cultural practitioners, and ordinary citizens helped designed the
reserve "in such a way to protect both
Kitty Simonds, executive director of the jobs and the environment."Tt was one of
Western Pacific Fishery Management
the greatest outpourings of public parCouncil, serves marlin to Commerce
ticipation and support for a natural
Secretary Don Evans. We~ternFishery
resource decision ever in Hawaii," said
Management Council photo.
Cha Smith, director of KAH EA, a grassroots organization based in Honululu
200,000. The council emphatically stat- chat's been at the forefront of advocated that the lobster had not been over- ing broad public involvement on the
fished. But in April 2000, NOAA issue.
Fisheries shut lobster fishing down, and
One of chose who helped design the
has not reopened it since. It noted a lack reserve, Isaac Harp, a native fishermen,
of appreciable rebuilding despite signif- said the group initially hoped co place
icant reductions
in fishing. In management of the area under the
December 2000, NOAA attributed the Department of the Interior, which has a
decline "to some degree" to the lack of better conservation
record than
lobsters and starvation.
Commerce. But pressure from Hawaii's
At the same time, a federal judge powerful Democratic senator, Daniel
ruled the agency had failed co fulfill its Inouye, and others, put rhe reserve
"rigorous" obligation to insure chat lob- under the jurisdiction
of the
ster fishing did not jeopardize the seals.
Department of Commerce. Wespac has
The lesson for fishery managers, says apparently had a history of direct and
Achicoff, is that they "shouldn't be swift access co Senator lnouye's office
authorizing a fishery to cake food away whenever a federal bureaucrat gives
from endangered species."
them trouble.

"Our initial effort was to get national Department of Commerce's ational
monument
status
under
the Ocean Service, which has allowed botDepartment of Interior," says Isaac tom crawlers to damage National
Harp, a Native Hawaiian fisherman who Marine Sanctuaries elsewhere. The
served on the State's Bottomfish Task Department also houses Wespac.
Force. "But Inouye opposed a monuSo far, the Department of Commerce
ment. So they came up with an agree- bas failed to enforce the Executive
ment to make it a ational Marine Orders, and bottom fishing has
Sanctuary. In national monuments increased 17 percent, according to
everything is prohibited unless specifi- Wespac. One of Wespac's new memcally allowed, Under a sanctuary every- bers, Scan Martin, was a lobster fisherthing is allowed unless specifically pro- man in the orthwest Islands for 16
hibired."
years before it was ordered closed.
The Main Hawaiian Islands are
Martin said at a public hearing that
among the most visited places on earth. the lobster fishery "is one of the most
They are one of the few places left tightly controlled and managed fisheries
where it is easy to snorkel, dive or swim in the country ... It is unfortunate .. the
to view the green sea turtles that President has chosen to take regional
migrated from their
orthwestern management out of the region and have
Hawaiian Islands breeding grounds, an a resource managed by those who for
important component of Hawaii's S800 the most part have never been there."
million ocean recreation industry.
But Louis "Buzzy" Agard., native
The distant and fragile orthwest Hawaiian fisherman, a lobster processor
Islands, identified by scientists as the and an original member of the Wcspac
last large-scale coral reef wilderness council, said the lobster fishermen have
remaining on the planet, are home to only themselves to blame for destroying
unmatched
biodiversity.
ative the fishery. "If you are a council memHawaiians call this vast 1,200 mile ber and have an interest in lobster
region a "pu'uhonua" - a place of catches and boats, you shouldn't be votrefuge and safety - for animals that can ing to continue when you have the scino longer be found in the Main Islands. entists telling you it's dangerous."
Sacred sites abound in the islands.
Conservationists say Clinton's mistake was to put the islands under the
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They took millions of lobsters. and monk seal pups starved to death
n the 1980s the monk seal's largest
colony at major rookeries began a long
decline (chart at right). By 2000, twothird.s of the seals at French Frigate Shoals
were gone. Chart below shows the rise and
fall of the lobster fishery, 1983~2000. Many

I

1985 · Lobster

1989 · Lobster catch

catch is 1.5 million. Quota is

is 1.5 million. Quoca
is raised co 1 million.

300,000.

scientists believe seal pups starved to death
because a handful of fishers had killed too
many lobsters. The total catch these years
was more than 10,270,000 lobsters. The
catch was nearly 4 million above the quota
from 1983 to 1992, when it crashed.

1992 · Lobster carch increases to
600,000. Quota remains at l million.

1986: 575 Hawaiian monk seals
on French Frigate Shoals

2002:

350 seals remain
•• •

there

Source: NOAA Fisheries

1996 - Lobster catch is
l 70,000. Western council

2000 - NOAA Fisheries, after

being sued for allowing endanremoves ban against catching gered Hawaiian monk seals to
Lobster vessel owned by a Western
starve co death, closes lobster
council member is cited for poaching. juvenile and egg-bearing
female lobsters.
fishery to prevent overfishing.
The owner,
Cook, lacer becomes
chairman of
Lobster fishery has not reopened
1995 - Lobster catch is
since.
the council.
40,000.Only one vessel
1999 - Six lobster
participates.
vessels catch
1998 • Lobster
catch is 80,000.
90,000.
1991Lobster
1994 - Lobster catch is 20,000.
Lobster catch
1997 - Lobster catch is 180,000.
catch is 1.3
Season is ordered closed after
plummets ro
million. Quota
eight weeks to protect Nine boats participate in a "derby."
400,000.
Quota
NOAA Fisheries says the derby is
is about 300,000.
dwindling lobster
is 1 million.
"not conducive to susrainability"
stocks.
1987 - Lobster catch is
700,000. Quota is about

Jim

1984 • Lobster
catch is 1 million.
Quota is 300,000.

1983 - Lobster
fishermen catch
200,000 lobsters.
Quota is

300,000.
REPORTED
LOBSTER CATCH,

300,000.

1983-2000,

1986 - Lobster catch is 1.3 million. Quota is 300,000.

NORTHWESTERN
HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS
1983

1990 - Lobster catch is 1.2 mil-

1993 - Lobster fishery crashes. Season is

lion. Quota is still 1 million.

closed because of overfishing.
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PlunderingEi~i1aa,a-~~~~~~~~~The
ROCKFISH
Files
Documents show the Pacific Fishery
Management Council ignored scientific
advice as it let the bottom dwellers crash
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n 2000, the U.S. Secretary, of
Commerce declared a disaster in the
groundfish fisheries off the West
Coast. For many communities, the collapse of those fish stocks was a tragedy,
but documents show that it was not an
accident.
Fishing industry leaders have controlled most seats on the Pacific Fishery
Management Council since Congress
created it in 1976. Its job is to protect
the ocean by regulating commercial and
recreational fishing off California,
Oregon and Washington. Over the
years, the council has repeatedly jacked
up fishing quotas against the advice of
its own scientists, according to new
rcscar<;h by Josh Eagle, coordinator of
the Stanford Fisheries Policy Project at
Stanfqrd Law School.
And now nine species are overfished.
Eakle followed a paper trail nearly 25
year§ old. Through rime, he pulled
cogdther the story of the widow rock fish,
one of nine species that's been a victim
of overfishing.
While commercial trawlers gobbled
up three-fourths of the widow's population, the Pacific council gambled with
the widow's future. In six of 19 years,
the council set quotas that scientists
thought were coo large to sustain. -In
other years, the council set quotas as
high as the scientists would allow. The
council's approach, Eagle says, was
hardly precautionary.
Congress reacted to the groundfish
disaster by providing $46 million in cash
and loans to buyout vessels to reduce
the size of the groundfish fleet. The
money comes as loans co be repaid by
vessels that continue to fish. Millions
more is paying for observers on vessels
co improve the accuracy of data on the
fish being caught.
Fishing continues on the depleted
stocks. In 2004, West Coast commercial
and recreational fishing will destroy a
projected more than 1,600 tons of the
eight most depleted stocks off
California, Oregon and Washington, as
the chart on Page 9 shows. They all live
among the rocky Continental Shelf or
further out on the steep slope that dives
toward the deep sea floor.
The fishery councils prefer to talk

about the weight of the annual catch,
rather than the number fish that are
killed. It uses such jargon as "bycatch,"
which means fish and other animals that
can't legally be kept and sold. These
mostly dead animals are dumped back
co sea.
Ships used to fib about the amount of
bycarch. Today an observer program is
in place to make them more honest. To
be fair, in some cases they were truthfully accounting for the entire bycatch
all along. But new statistics show
they've been throwing some species
overboard at a rate of four times greater
than they amount they were reporting.
By-failing to report bycatch, a vessel
can fish longer before filling its quotas,
and thus earn more money.
Efforts co end these discrepancies
began in 2001. Fish catch data are more
accurate now, and more gloomy. Fishing
communities are subjected a more carefully managed cycle of boom-and-bust,
as opposed to the more archaic cycles of
the past. Yee the effect is just the same:
people out of work, fishing communities depressed, millions of investment
dollars wasted.
Then there's the plight of the fish.
The widow rockfish live co be nearly 60
years old and are found from Baja
California co Kodiak Island, Alaska.
Large schools aggregate off northern
Oregon and southern Washington, and

The black rock.fishis one of several rockfish species 'chat have recovered in recent
years. After suffering a 62 percent decline from 1945 to 1986, it is now down 45
percent thanks to large numbers of young produced in the mid-1990s. Photo cosrtesy NOAA Fisheries.
tons in 1980, and 28,000 tons in 1981.
The size of the fleet leaped from nine in
1979 to 70 in just three years.
Scientists, worried by the sudden
increase in the catch, asked the Pacific
council set a limit of 18,300 in 1982. But
the council heard people from the fish-

"It would not be surprising if the scientific advisors had
felt political pressure, whether or not overt:'

- Josh Eagle, StanfordFisher~es Polic)' Project
in south to central California. Large
rnidwater schools form at night, over
bottom features such as ridges or large
mounds near the shelf break. Most fisherman did not know they were there until 1979.
This development came about while
the fishery councils were in their infancy. The Pacific council did little to slow
down the onslaught. Trawlers landed
more than 3,000 cons in 1979, 20,000
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ing industry predict an economic disaster, as they always do when someone
tries co shut down a fishery for the sake
of conservation. That year, the Pacific
council set a quota of 26,000 tons of
widow rockfish, nearly 60 percent more
than recommended.
Over the next two decades, the council allowed catches exceeding the recommended safe catch by almost 15,000
metric cons, or over 8% of the recommended safe catch, Eagle says in his

paper.
Even the scientists gave weight to
economics. Their recommendations to
the Pacific council were, on average, significantly higher than the mid-point of
acceptable ranges.
"Although there may have been nonpolitical explanations for these seemingly high point recommendations (including the method of calculating the
range), it would not be surprising if the
scientific advisors had felt political pressure, whether or not overt," Eagle
writes.
Other major species in West Coast
fisheries fared just as poorly at the
hands of the council. The most notable
is bocaccio, once the most important
rockfish caught off California.
Landings peaked in 1983 at 6,700
cons. By 2000, the population declined
co barely above 2 percent of what it
would have been if there had never
been any fishing.
Milton Love, Ph.D., a professor at the

Continued on page 10
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Yelloweye

Widow

Rockfish

Rockfish

Ling cod

Oark:.blotched

Rockfish

Status: Declared overfished 2002
Stock Size: 22% of historical
abundance
Bycatch (2004): 18.4 tons
To be rebuilt by: 2071
Chance of success: 92%

Status: Declared overfished 2001
Stock Size: 24.8% pf historical
abundance
Bycatch (2004): 284 cons
To be rebuilt by: 2037
Chance of success: 60%

Status: Declared overfished 1999
Stock Size: 24% of historical
abundance
Bycatch (2004): 735 tons
To be rebuilt by: 2009 s
Chance of success: 60%

Status: Declared overfishecf2001
Stock Size: 14% of historical
abundance
Bycatch (2004 ): 240 tons
Rebuilding target: 2030
Chance of success: 80%

Chart shows decline of population size from 1977 to 2003.

Chart shows decline of population size from 1958 to 2003.

Chart shows decline of population size from 1973 to 2003.

Chart shows decline of population size from 1977 to 2003.

1977: 70.8 percent
of historical
abundance

2003:
24 percent remains

195
_.,.._..-

....

100 percent
f historical
bundance
rem ams

1973: 51 percent of
historical
abundance

2003:
24.8 percent remains

2003:
24% percent remains

lllll!IIIIII 977: 89 percent of

historical
abundance
remains

Bocaccio

Cowco.d

Canary Rockfish

Pacific Ocean

Status: Declared overfished 1999
Stock Size: 7.4% of of historical
abundance
Bycatch (2004): 250 tons
To be rebuilt by: 2111
Chance of success: 50%

Status: Declared overfished. 1999.
Stock Size: 7% of historical
abundance
Bycatch (2004): 4.8 tons
To be rebuilt by: 2095
Chance of success: 52%

Status: Declared overfished 2000.
Stock Size: 8% of historical
abundance
Bycatch (2004): 47.3 cons
To be rebuilt bv: 2068
Chance of success: 60%

Status: Declared overfished 1999
Stock Size: 21.7% ofhiscorical
abundance
•
Bycatch (2004 ): 444 tons
Rebuilding target: 24 years
Chance of success: 70%

Chart shows decline of population size from 1980 to 2003.

Chart shows decline of population size from 1960 t-o 2003:

Chart shows decline of population size from 1967 to 2003.

Chart shows decline of population size from 1960 to 2003.

2003:
7.4 percent remains

1967: 130 percent of
historical
abundance
rem ams

1960: 86 percent of
historical
abundance
remains

1980: 30 percent of
historical abundance
remains

2003:
7 percent remains

2003:
8 percent remains

Perch

1960: 100 percent of
historical abundance
remains

2003: ---~ ..........
21. 7 percent remains

1

Note: All' cons are metric. Photos courtesy Milton

Condition of West Coast groundfish

The Unknown Species

O

f the 82 stocks of West

Coast groundfish, nine
are overfished, and 12
are apparently in ok condition. But what about the other 61 stocks? No one knows
how well they are doing, or
whether they're headed for

extinction. No scientific surveys have been conducted to
answer the question. Fishing
continues on all groundfish
stocks, whether overfished,
not overfished or condition
unknown.

Condition
unknown
The blue rockfish is one
of 61 groundfish caught in
West Coast fisheries
whose seatus is not
known, Photo co111teSJ'
NOAA Fisheries.

61 stocks
74 percent

Overfished
9 stocks
11 percent

Not overfished
12 stocks
IS percent
Source: N0,1.4 Fisheries
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Plundering~~~~~~~~
Fishers killed 51 percent more of the overfished lingcod than they were supposed to in 2002. "We don't rebuild
species if we continue to do that. This shows the management systems we have in place are not working:'

- Peter Huhtala, Pacific Marine Conservation Council

The ROCKFISH Files
Continued from Page 8
University of California, Santa Barbara,
says the recreational anglers of
Southern California are at least partially responsible. "We're talking millions
of anglers," he says. 'They have contributed co this problem for many
species."
This year, the Pacific council learned
chat bocaccio are in better shape than
they thought, but still in dire straits.
They arc in very bad, rather than
extremely horrible, shape. In response
to that good news, che council decided
to let fishers kill more bocaccio. They
opened shallower ocean waters to fishing. This means that species such as
vermilion rockfish chat live in the shalA decision to allow increased killing of bocaccio may harm the vermilion rockfish.
lower water will be more vulnerable as· Photo courtesy Milton Love
well. The council says vermilion are
healthy, but it has no idea about the produce fewer than 100,000.
changing ocean environment and the
condition of other fish that live among
Increasingly, fishers are killing the fact that "big old fat females produce
vermilion, such as the green-stripe and fawns of the sea because the bucks are eggs and larvae that grow faster and
blue rockfish, Love says.
dead and gone.
survive starvation better."
Even more worrisome is the shrinkHixon says the Pacific council rouDocuments obtained by the Ocean
ing size of each rockfish. Fishers arc tinely allows stocks to be "fished- Conservancy, and published in July
landing younger and smaller fish, down" as much as possible. The coun- 2002 by the North Coast Journal in
meaning fewer adults arc left. Mark cil uses "simplistic" models that are Arcata, Calif., reveal chat scientists had
Hixon, Ph.D., a biologist at Oregon "woefully flawed" because they fail tO serious misgivings about the size of the
State University, says an older rockfish include the way many species tend to bocaccio catch.
can produce more than 1 million eggs live with ~a<".h other, he says. They also
In 1988 and 1989, scientists worried
at one time. A young adult female will ignore habitat issues, the constantly that quotas "may be too high." And in

1994 they wrote: "Biomass has
declined substantially since 1980 and is
approaching 20 percent of its estimated
unfished level. There is some risk in
maintaining harvests at this level."
Bocaccio's prospects may have
improved this year with new information suggesting the population may
have been twice as large as thought just
three years ago. With only 10 percent of
any species remaining, the council's
own rules call for zero fishing.
Nevertheless, the bocaccio catch in
2004 will be 250 metric tons. "They are
violating their own management plan
by allowing bocaccio mortality," says
Mark
Powell of
the
Ocean
ConservancyLingcod, an overfished predator
species, has been in decline, though it
improved a little before this year. Bue
fishers killed 51 % more than the
allowable optimum yield in 2002 and
perhaps an even greater amount given
total mortality for the species in all fisheries "We don't rebuild species if we
continue co do that," says Peter
Huhtala, executive director of the
Pacific Marine Conservation Council
based in Astoria. "This shows the management systems we have in place are
not working." •

l)rivate ownership of a public resource? The IFQ debate rages
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he Pacific Fishery Management Sumers.
Council is sec co divvy up its
Giving fishers a percentage of the
groundfish fishery, one of the catch would end the dangerous and
most valuable fisheries on the West often wasteful "derby-style" competiCoast. They have set up a committee tive race for fish. But processors, which
composed of eight trawlers, three repre- face no such danger in their job, are
sentatives from the seafood processing simply clamoring for protection from
industry, and one representative each current and future competitors. Recent
from tribes and an environmental
mergers and consolidation within the
group. Missing from the list is a repre- processing industry have already
sentative from the public, even the reduced competition. For example, the
though the public owns the resource.
since 1983 the Pacific Group has
While the committee's charge is co expanded from one processing and one
identify alternatives co reduce capacity, distribution facility to nearly 20 operatthe committee is primarily concerned ing units after acquiring processing and
with setting up individual fishing quo- distribution companies in Mukilteo,
tas, known in fisheries management as Seattle, Spokane, Bellevue and
an "IFQ system", that will give individ- Westport, Wash.; Sacramento, Fresno
ual fishers a percentage of the catch in and Eureka, Calif.; Warrenton, Depoe
perpetuity.
Bay, Salem, Garibaldi, Portland,
Seafood processor reps on the coun- Newport, Bay City, Charleston and
cil are pushing for quotas for their Warrenton, Ore., and Nikiski, Alaska.
industry, despite concerns raised by the
From 1996 until 2002, Congress
U.S. Department of Justice that such placed a moratorium on IFQs because
quotas, known as "processor quotas," of concerns with the impact of such syswould potentially violate antitrust law. tems on both fishermen and the marine
A recent DOJ memo said processor environment. Congress commissioned
quotas could be anticompetitive and an exhaustive study of IFQ systems by
probably illegal. It said reduced compe- the National Research Council. Its
tition could bring reduced prices for
1999 study, "Sharing the Fish,"
catches and higher prices for con- found both benefits and risks of IFQ

systems and recommended a number
safeguards chat could advance conservation without disadvantage to fishermen and fishing communities.
With the moratorium expiring, in
September 2003 the Pacific council
decided to develop such a system.
Critics say the permanent allocation co
the groundfish fleet could be "a huge
giveaway" that would fail to protect fish
and ocean ecosystems while setting an
important precedent of turning over a
publicly owned resource to private
interests.
The council's plan could lead to further consolidation in the industry. le
would not prevent one corporation from
buying quota shares owned by others.
Rather than spreading the wealth of the
ocean to family fishermen and fishing
communities already hard hit by drastically reduced fish populations, consolidation could concentrate this wealth
into the hands of a few.
What would the public get in
exchange? Probably nothing. There is
nothing in the law, for example, to
ensure chat depleted fish populations
like bocaccio will be returned to
healthy levels.

Pending legislation in the House and
Senate would set put into place critical
safeguards co prevent overconsolidation, ensure conservation benefits and
prevent what is currently a privilege
(fishing) from becoming a compensable
property right.
House Bill 2621
requires limits on the number of shares
any person or business can control. It
requires that
IFQ systems and shareholders be
reviewed for conservation benefits
every seven years and decisions on
whether to renew the system or quota
shares be based on the outcome of
those reviews. Finally, it establishes a
national IFQ review panel, consisting
of individuals knowledgeable about
fisheries management who would
review lFQ systems.
In addition, each fishery management council must establish and maintain an individual fishing quota review
committee.
•

ESSENTIAL
CORAL
GARDENS
North Paciftc council rejectsplan to pro;
tect coral and sponge, though it meant
little reduction: in commercialfishing
very year, from Baja California to
the Bering Sea, 1 million pounds
of coral are scraped up in the
pursuit of the ground fish that populate
the cold, deep waters of che
Continental Shelf. Commercial fishing
vessels, known as bottom crawlers, drag
huge weighted nets along the floor that
scoop up or knock down many corals
and sponges in their path.
Bottom trawling is the most destructive form of disturbance on these pristine coral habitats, as a single trawl can
destroy 20 tons of coral. In Alaska, a
government agency showed that 97
percent of the destruction of coral and
sponge is by bottom trawling.
Until recently, science has known little about the corals in the cold waters
off the coast of the western U.S.,
Canada and Alaska. National and international efforts co protect corals have
focused on shallow water coral reefs
located in the tropics.
These cold water corals are just as
colorful and intriguing as their tropical
counterparts. They attach themselves
to the sea floor ac depths of 100 co
10,000 feet.
They are the oldest living animals on
the planet, some growing Jess than one
centimeter per year. If disturbed or
destroyed, deep sea corals will take
centuries to recover.
Mose tropical coral reefs enjoy legal
protection, including the Northwest
Hawaiian Islands Coral Reef Preserve.
Created in 2000, the reserve includes
up co 70 percent of all corals in the U.S."
But deep sea corals along the West
Coast have been given almost no protection at all. In October 2003, the
Norch Pacific Fishery Management
Council, dismissed a proposal to prevent destruction of coral in the Gulf of
Alaska, along the Aleutian Islands and
in the Bering Sea.
A proposal to prevent destruction of
coral in the Aleutian Islands, Bering
Sea, and Gulf of Alaska was killed by
the six council members who represent
the commercial fishing industry. The
industry holds a majority of seats on the
council (see chart Page 4 ).
Scientists have conducted far more

E

research on deep sea corals in Alaska.
Although much is still not known about
Alaskan corals and sponges, scientists
know even less about corals and coral
destruction along the coast of
California, Oregon and Washington.
The Pacific Fishery Management
Council does not even report the
amount of coral destruction along the
coasts of California, Oregon and
Washington. The council will begin
hearings on proposals for protecting
West Coast corals in March 2004.
The largest and perhaps most charismatic of the deep sea corals belong co
the Order Gorgonacea, which includes
red-tree coral, bubblegum coral and sea
fans. Gorgonians are colonies of animals
composed of individual polyps that
deposit a tree-like skelecon.
Scientists who study Alaska's gorgonians have been clearly impressed by
their beauty, color and function.
Biologists
David Witherell and
Catherine Coon, who work for the
North Pacific council, have found that
gorgonians generally occur in deep
water down to 2,400 feet and appear in
aggregations like groves of trees.
"When alive, deep sea gorgonian corals
arc brightly colored and make for
breathtaking underwater sights," they
wrote in a research paper three years
ago. "There are many reasons co protect large deep sea corals, some of
which are related to their ecological
functioning, and others related co their

use by mankind."
They rise above the sea floor up to
15 feet tall and 21 feet wide. Large
colonies of red-tree coral are thought to
be 500 years old. There are at least 34
known species of coral in Alaska, and
possibly some unknown species.
Given their large size and longevity,
gorgonian corals are sensitive to fishing
impacts. They also happen co occur
where the fish are. Scientists say redcree coral provides structural habitat for
rockfish, sablefish, Atka mackerel, and
arrowtooth flounder. Other fish were
found more often among the softer
corals.
Federal law - the MagnusonStevens Sustainable Fisheries Act of
1996 - requires the fishery management councils to protect habitat that's
"essential" to the survival of fish. The
law recommends chat the councils
place a special focus on the most important habitats, which are called "habitat

Top, anemones on the sea floor off the
Gulf of Alaska (Courtesy NOAA
Fisheries). Below, coral can be damaged by
bottom trawls, longlines, and pots. Shown
here is coral growing on a boulder that
was tipped over by a bottom trawl.
tect an area if the fishing impacts on
habitat are either "minimal or temporary." This is exactly what the North
Pacific council decided.
Conservationiscs are appalled by the
lack of logic. "We know that if you tear

"Weknow if you tear up a 200~year;old coral, the
impacts are not going to be temporary"

-Jim Ayers, Oceana

areas of particular concern," or HAPCs.
In Alaska, corals, sea pens, sea whips,
sea anemones, sponges, and other "living substrates" have been
identified as HAPC.
These are habitats that
among ocher things provide important ecological
functions, are sensitive to
human-caused
damage
and are rare. These areas
are the most "essential" of
all habitats, and environmental groups like Oceana
argue that they should be
among the first to be protected.
:'\OM Fisheries has
interpreted the law co
mean the council doesn't
Two crabs climb black coral off Santa
have co take action to proBarbara, Calif. CourtesyMilton Love.

up a 200-ycar-old coral, the impacts are
not going to be temporary," says Jim
Ayers, director of Oceana's Pacific
office in Juneau. Oceana, a global
oceans advocate, has filed several lawsuits against NOAA Fisheries alleging
the agency has mismanaged ocean
resources, including those in Alaska
One reason fishery councils don't
want to protect coral, he says, is
because they fear it would cost them
money. But an analysis by Oceana ·
shows that economic impacts will not
be large, he says. And obviously, Ayers
says, protecting fish habitat today will
yield more fish tomorrow.
"We didn't propose shutting down
all fishing - 85 percent of the areas

Continued on page 14
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> Steller Sea Lions
The Gulf of Alaska population of pollock is currently listed at 26% of its original size. Trawlers
can catch more than 400 metric tons of pollock
every day. The size of these catches raises concerns
about the amount of fish and other marine life
that are also caught and often killed as bycatch.
Pollock is a favorite food for Steller sea lions.

In the 1950s worldwide
abundance of Steller
sea lions was estimated at
240,000 to 300,000 animals. The western population has declined about 85 percent since the 1970s,
the result of nutritional stress and other factors.
Commercial fishing and Steller sea lions compete
for some of the same foods, especially pollock and
atka mackerel. Status: Western stock, ENDAN·
GERED. Eastern stock: THREATENED.

ALASKA

> Alaskan Crab

> Sea Otters

Bristol Bay red king crab catch dropped from 129 million
pounds in 1980 to 7 million pounds in 2000. St. Matthew
blue king crab and Pribilof Island blue king crab fisheries
closed 1999 and 2000. Dutch Harbor tanner and red king
crab fisheries dosed 1995-2000. Bering Sea tanner crab
fisheries dosed 1997-2000.

Aleutian Island group
declined 70 percent
since 1992. Similar
declines have been seen
along Alaska Peninsula
and Kodiak
Archipelago. Cause may be killer whale predation
after their diet shifted from Steller sea lions after
their populations crashed. California population
has declined steadily since 1995. Alaska population status: CANDIDATE for protection,
California population status: THREATENED.

CANADA

> North

Pacific
Groundfish

Trawl fishery closed in the 1990s
for this species, a part of the
Steller sea lion diet. New

> Short-tailed
Albatross

Once numbering in the
millions, there are now
about 1,200 left, all in the
North Pacific.Longline
fisheries in Alaska can
catch no more than two
per year before getting
shut down. Status:

Corals are extremely sensitive co fishing practices.
A coral garden
disturbed by bottom trawling mar
never recover. Up t'o
22 metric tons of
coral can be removed
in a single trawl.
Corals provide a "cradle of life" for fish, protecting them from currents
and predators. Deep sea corals down to thousands of meters below the surface cover the
Continental Shelf from the Aleutians co Mexico.

No one knows the status of
89 percent of all the groundfish
species caught by bottom crawlers along the Alaska
continental shelf. The Pacific Ocean perch, above, has
been overfished since the 1960s.

U.S.

Depleted in southern
California fisheries. Down
to 7% of historical abundance.
Status: OVERFISHED.

> Killer Whales
Southern Resident
......__
'
killer whale group has
declined by 20 percent
over the past six years.
The southern residents
are typically seen in Puget Sound during the summer. Starus: DEPLETED. The Prince William
Sound whale group in Alaska has declined from 22
to 9, and no calves have been seen there since
1984. Status: PROPOSED DEPLETED.

Lingcod

Most of the 1,200 Hawaiian monk seals live on the remote atolls
of the Northwest Hawaiian Islands and the rest live on the main
islands. The number of young seals
declined sharply in the 1990s as lobster
fishing soared. Lobsters, a staple of the
seal's diet, have been off-limits to fishing since 2000 under a court order won
by conservation groups. Status:
ENDANGERED.

> Leatherback Sea
Turtles

Lingcod are overfished and face the
possibility of further decline if fishing is allowed during the spawning
season. Male lingcod guard their egg nests from
predators. Removal of a male during the nest-guarding period not only
results in removal of the fish from the adult spawning population but also
results in the likely loss of that male's nest. Status: OVERFISHED.
Leatherbacks swim toward the waters of
British Columbia, Washington and
Oregon where they feed on jellyfish. En
route, the often run into longline fishing
gear and get tangled up and drown, or bite
one of the longline's thousands of hooks.
Fishing in international waters for tuna
and swordfish killed at lease 1,500 female leatherback sea turtles per year in
the Pacific during the 1990s. These included Asian trawl, longline and driftnet, Central and South American longline and gill-net, and Hawaiian longline
fisheries. With a population of about 6,500 adult females, this corresponds to a 23% annual mortality. The Pacific north of the equator is
now closed to longline fishing to protect sea turtles, though the fishing
industry is fighting the dosnre. Some scientists predict extinction wichin five years unless fishing practices are changed. Other sea turtle
species, including loggerhead, green and olive ridley are also killed by
longliners.

The leatherback is the most com·
mon sea turtle in U.S. waters
north of Mexico, yet one of the
most endangered large animals in
the world. Leacherbacks are seriously declining at all major
Pacific basin rookeries. Learherbacks nest in Papua New
Guinea, below left, as well as on beaches in Mexico and Costa
Rica. The largest known population, comprising perhaps nearly
half the known number of
adult females, nested on the
Major Nesting
Pacific coast of Mexico.
Sites of the
Leatherbacks can grow as
Leatherback Sea
large as 2,000 pounds and 9
Turtle in the Pacific
feet long. Status: ENDAN:
'------------1 GERED.

The eastern population, which
migrates along the West Coast, has
made the largest recovery of any
whale depleted by commercial fishing. Increasingly, however, gray
whales have been found dead on

MEXICO

Protecting
Our Undersea
Yellows tones

ore than ever, scientists are
seeing great value in protecting
networks of wilderness areas
under the sea.
Citizen groups from Baja to the
Bering Sea have organized loosely coordinated campaigns that are putting this
new science co work.
Marine Reserves are areas that are
completely protected from all extractive
activities. The protections are more
stringent
than Marine Conservation
Areas, Marine
Protected Areas or
National Marine Sanctuaries, which
allow at least some taking of fish and
other activities.
Biologists have long known that protecting an area of the ocean can do wonders for the ecosystem. Bue they weren't
sure whether marine reserves would also
help the economies of fishing communities.
A Florida srudv found that fish born
in marine reserves are caught hundreds
of miles outside of the reserve. This
may mean the reserve is supplying the
local fishery. Another study found that a
larger vermilion rockfish off the West
Coast produces many more young than a
smaller one. A 23-inch vermilion had 1.5

million offspring, compared to 150,000
from a 16-inch fish.
"We see a significant increase in the
productivity of an individual fish inside
the reserve," said Elise Granek, an
Oregon State University researcher.
Last fall, the state of California took
the first step in establishing a network of
reserves on the West Coast. The state
approved reserves around the Channel
Islands off Santa Barbara. All arc within
the state's three-mile territorial waters.
A second phase calls for a corresponding
network of reserves in federal waters
beyond
the three-mile zone. The
reserves provide no-take and partialtake fishing in specific areas.
A three-year process led to the
reserves, including a 17-member group
that met monthly, composed of sport
and commercial fishermen, divers, environmentalists, scientists, and coastal residents.
The reserve leaves more than 80 percent of scare waters open for fishing,
with closures spread among the different fisheries that operate near the
islands. Proponents say the network
won't bring big back depleted rockfish
all by itself, but it will help to improve
the dismal situation
for Southern
California's
badly depleted rockfish
populations.
New efforts co protect marine areas in
Oregon and Washington are not as far
along.
In Oregon, marine protected areas are

ESSENTIAL CORAL

GARDENS

Scientists find marine
reserves build biggerfish
and produce more young
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currently bottom crawled would remain
open."
Oceana also proposed caps on the
coral toll. "No more 20 con trawls anymore, and no expansion into areas that
haven't been bottom crawled," Ayers
says.
Oceana offered its proposal after
reviewing data from some 30,000 bottom trawl hauls that caught corals and
sponges as bycatch since 197.1. The
data, collected by :--!OAA Fisheries,
included trawl surveys and observer
data. The data show that corals were
caught in the crawls and brought to the
surface in about 12 percent of the
crawls. The corals were divided into five
major groups: black corals, gorgonian
corals, hydrocorals, cup corals, and soft
corals. Black corals were not found in
any hauls. Soft corals occurred most frequently, in 72.5% of the hauls where
corals were encountered, followed by
gorgonian corals (18.7%),
cup corals
(10.3%),
hydrocorals
(S.9%),
and
unidentified corals (4.8%) according to a
paper by Jonathan Heifetz of NOAA's
Aukc Bay Laborat?ry. .
.
·

of the Marine Conservation Biology
Institute
in Redmond,
Wash. says
Alaska has the best information of any
state on its deep-sea corals and sponges.
The data comes from the fishermen
themselves, who have been reporting
coral "bycatch" since 1976. They know
the sea floor communities "in greater
detail than the scientists,
because
they've been trawling up the corals and
sponges for years. Unfortunately, they
are reluctant to share chis information,"
Norse says.
NOAA Fisheries has pulled together
26 years of data collected by the fishermen. Janis Searles, an Oceana attorney,
said NOAA Fisheries had been just sitting on the information, so the group
obtained it and is now preparing
detailed maps.
Much more than fish and fishing is at
stake. Scientists have reason to believe
promising new cures from health-giving
new drugs arc hidden among the corals.
Sea fans are known to contain high concencracions of prostoglandins, a "wonder drug" used to treat heart disease
and asthma.
Corals also contain
pseudopterosins (a pain killer) and gorgonians produce antibiotics. Corals also
offer ocean temper~cure data for t~ou-

• ~·; <;;2_11,s,nv_ar1!.?!1J?.1~Aog1_g_l.llL1Qt_NoJte__ .sands_.oLiears.-

Gazing upward in a giant kelp forest in the Channel Islands National Marine
Sanctuary. Courtesy NOAA Fisheries.
not new. The state's coastal waters, desWashington state.
ignated as Oregon's Territorial Sea, are
Also in British Columbia, Living
collectively considered to be a marine
Oceans
and Canadian
Parks and
protected
area. Yet, according
co Wildlife are working to protect the
Oregon's 2000 State of the Environment
world's largest glass sponge reef located
report, "most marine protected areas in
in Hecate Strait in the Central Coast.
Oregon ... are not- designed to protect
The federal government has known
ecosystems or biodiversity." Oregon's
about the reef for a decade but has yet to
Ocean Policv Advisorv Council has act.
delivered recommendations for action.
In Alaska, the Board of Fisheries
They include a limited system of established a marine protected areas
marine reserves but no suggested locacommittee with members from industry,
tions.
communities
and conservation,
co
In Washington, the Northwest Straits
develop a process for implementing
Commission, established by Congress in reserves. The committee bogged down
1998, is working with local committees
over the basic discussion of, "Why are
to protect and restore marine resources
they needed
anyway?"
said Ben
and habitats in north Puget Sound.
Enticknap
of the Alaska Marine
Since 1999, People for Puget Sound,
Conservation Council. The Board put
Georgia Strait Alliance, and a coalition
the whole process on indefinite hold.
of 20 citizens groups have been working
The Pacific and North Pacific Fishery
to establish a protected area in waters Mllnag~jll~m councils. are developing
shared
by British
Columbiynd--1:narrne reserve policies.
•

important insights on climate change.
Another reason corals stand unprotected is political gamesmanship in
Washington, D.C.
Alaska's Sen. Ted Stevens,
the
Republican
who helped write the
Magnuson-Stevens Act, has attached a
rider to a bill in Congress that would
prevent NOAA Fisheries from continuing its work on essential coral habitat.
William Hogarth, NOAA's assistant
secretary for fisheries, says the agency is
not in favor of the rider.
Agency scientists sly now is not the
time to slow down research and policy
development.
"It turns out that we know surprisingly little about which habitats are
most important for the growth, reproduction, and survival of commercially
important species of fish," says John
Kurland, NOAA's assistant regional
administrator for habitat conservation in
Juneau, "And we also know relatively
little about where those habitats are,
and the types of habitats thac are needed by the species, We don't always have
them very well mapped, so that is certainly a challenge."
Stevens' attempted ban on coral
research could remain (n effec~ until at
ri.e.Jdmg_pote.n1U1ll¥- .Ieasr, 2005.. _,0t,en. be .is, considered ..a.._

'

'
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strong candidate to cake over as chair of
the Senate Commerce Committee.
From there he could exert enormous
power over fisheries and oceans.
Stevens' proposed rider has been
derided by Sen. John McCain, who
vowed to block it, and by newspaper
editorials across the country. He said the
bill is nothing other than a favor co
Alaska's billion-dollar fishing industry,
which feels it has much to fear from
knowledge about the habitat supplied
hy the corals.
In 1999, conservation groups sued
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration for failing to protect
essential fish habitat around the country, as required by the MagnusonStevens Act. In 2000, a federal cour:
ordered the agency to prepare regional
environmental impact statements shows
ing the effects of fishing on habitat and
how/that habitat would be protected.
lif the North Pacific, including
Alaska and the Bering Sea, a decision is
due in 2005. The Pacific council's decision is also due in 2005. Stevens' rider
would push those dates back perhaps
by two years or longer.
•
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>- Bering Sea

The Kamchatka coral. Most
hard corals in the Bering Sea are
on the slope at the edge of the shelf
and in canyons, but an array of other
scafloor habitats enrich this fertile ocean
ecosystem. Courtesy Alaska Fisheries Sciences
Center.

ost people don't
think of the
West Coast of
North America as a ho
spot for corals and
sponges. One reason
is that scientists are
just starting to
understand how
much coral exists
and how much has
been destroyed.
Between 1975 and
2002, NOAA
Fisheries collecte
more than
30,000 pieces
of data about
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Gorgonian cor sue as t is red-tree
coral (Primnoa) provides structural habitat for rockfish such as this yelloweye,
Searnounts, or underwater mountains, are
scattered throughout the Gulf of Alaska
and contain dense coral gardens far out at
sea. Courtesy OAR/National Undersea
Research Program; Alaska Dept. of Fis1J and
Game
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and amount
of coral
destroyed by
trawlers.
This data

and Ecotrust, based
on information collected by NOAA.
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Places where coral •
was caught by
trawlers, found or seen.

Source:Oceana

Plundering~~~~~~~~
Th~
·Who Run
the Fishhouse
Continuedfrompage 5
that authority, and has resented efforts
by the courts, Congress and NOAA
Fisheries co rein it in.
For example, in the late 1990s, the
Western Pacific council vigorously
fought proposals to ban the practice of
removing shark fins at sea and dumping
the live animal overboard to drown. The
practice outraged many people across
the country, in Congress and in the
Department of Commerce - where
NOAA Fisheries is headquartered - as
inhumane.
.
Bue the folks who work for the council felt otherwise.
At one point,
Simonds, the Western Pacific council
executive director and a federal employee, personally lobbied the Hawaii
Legislature against legislation banning
the practice. Her use of her federal
office to lobby the state raised some
eyebrows among conservationists
but
apparently failed to trigger any official
inquiry into whether her actions were
appropriate for a federal employee. Jim
Cook, the former swordfish longliner
who during those years served as the
Western Pacific council chairman, lobbied Congress against passing its own
ban. Cook said a proposal to ban shark-

How

finning "calls into question the integrity and authority of not only the
Western
Pacific
Regional
Fishery
Management Council but all regional
councils."
For Cook and other Hawaii longliners, sharkfinning was a $1 million a year
business. Asian markets paid $50 a
pound or more for fins co make shark
fin soup. Most of the fins came from
bl 11e sharks caught accidentally in the
pursuit of tuna and swordfish. In 2000,
both Congress
and
the Hawaii
Legislature passed laws banning the
sale of shark fins unless accompanied
by a corresponding shark carcass.
Bue the sharkfinning firestorm didn't
stir nearly the controversy as the fight Commercial fishing is a dangerous living. Lives are lost every year as crews face vioover swordfishing and sea turtles. From
lent weather and long hours. This vessel fishes out of Dutch Harbor, Alaska. Photo
the beginning, business partners Jim
courtesy NOAA Fisheries.
Cook and Sean Martin were involved
and Central and South American boats,
the cooler latitudes of the North Pacific.
in that fight in nearly every possible
as well as Hawaiian longline fisheries.
One
study
estimated
that
they
consume
way.
ln 1980, scientists estimated· the
their
body
weight
in
jellyfish
per
day.
As large as a car, Jeatherbacks can
'Pacific's female leatherback sea turtle
Longline
and
gill-net
fisheries
killed»
weigh up co 2,000 pounds and measure 9
at least 1,500 female leatherbacks per population at' 91,000. But soon after
feet in length. They are the largest,
swordfish longlining got going in the
year
in the Pacific during the 1990s,
deepest diving and most wide-ranging
Pacific,
the leatherback population
according
to
Nature's
"conservative
estiof all sea turtles. Leatherbacks nest on
plummeted, says Scott Eckert, a leading
mates." They said "a long-lived species
tropical beaches in places like Mexico,
sea turtle biologist- The Mexican populike this cannot withstand such high
Costa Rica and Papua New Guinea, and
laeion was dropping by 22 percent each
rates"
of
fishing
mortality.
The
vessels
have been known to travel thousands of
year. "Their slide coward extinction has
responsible,
Nature
said,
included
Asian
miles to feed exclusively on jellyfish in

TO SPEAK

to conservation

T

he Pacific Fishery Management
Council is based in Portland,
hut meets every few months in
cookie-cutter hotels up and down the
West Coast. Their meetings can last a
whole week, though co the novice even
one session can seem like an etemitv,
They are open to the public, though
few people not connected in some way
to the fishing industry ever attend.
Perhaps chis is because attending is
rarely convenient. At a recent meeting
of the North Pacific Council in
Anchorage, an agenda item of incerest

be prepared to stay the whole week.
The agenda, of course, requires
much more than a third-graders' understanding, if not patience. Those who
seek a chance to comment on a damaged coral ecosystems will not easily
discern from the printed agenda when
it might come up. If it ever does. Coral
is essential to rockfish ecosystems, but
rarely discussed at council meetings.
The biggest barrier, however, is language. At a council meeting, you are

Bycatch: Fish and ocher living creatures which are accidentally caught, not
sold or kept for personal use, and usually thrown overboard, dead or dying.
Essential Fish Habitat: Waters and
sea floor necessary co fish for spawning,
breeding, feeding or growth to maturity.
Federal law requires fishery councils to
develop plans to protect these areas.
Exclusive
Economic
Zone
(EEZ):
An area
extending
from
the
_

:.

groups was scheduled

for Friday. Or Monday. Or Tuesday. So

GLOSSARY

.......

.. FISHERIES"

io

seaward boundaries of coastal states (3
nautical miles, in most cases) to 200
miles off the coast of the United Scares.
Within this area, the United Scares
claims and exercises sovereign rights
and exclusive
fishery management
authority
over all fish and all
Continental Shelf fishery resources.
Fishery I. One or more stocks of fish
which can be treated as a unit, and are
identified on the basis of geographical,
scientific, technical, recreational, and
economic characteristics. 2. Any fishing
for such stocks.
Magnuson-Stevens
Fishery
Conservation and Management Act:
The 1976 law (amended in 1996) that
governs U.S. fisheries. Congress is considering a bill to revise the Jaw.
_

,

_

..

...._ __
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likely to hear something like, "The oy
is less than the msy in the fmp for the
dst, says the ssc."
'What this means is that some fish are'
going co be caught. But you can be fluent in 18 languages and still not have a
clue.
Public access to council meetings is a
serious issue, says Mark Powell of the
Ocean Conservancy. He's been attending them for years as a conservation
advocate. He's found that council members will listen "semi-politely, and
make snide comments and ignore you."

Citizens shouldn't let the jargon, the
agendas and the pro-industry bias discourage them from attending and participating, Powell says.
If you want to i nflucnce a decision,
or even file a lawsuit if you don't like a
decision, you have to make comments
on the record.
And it's ok to make them in plain old
English.
•

NOAA Fisheries:
Formerly
the
National Marine Fisheries Service, this
federal agency has two jobs: promoting
fisheries, and protecting ocean species
from the fisheries it promotes.

ing mortality that jeopardizes the capacity of a fishery to produce the maximum
sustainable yield on a continuing basis.

Maximum Sustainable Yield: The
largest long-term average catch or yield
that can be caught under prevailing ecological and environmental conditions.
Conservationists say the concept leads
to unsustainable fishing.
Optimum Yield: . As defined by the
Magnuson-Stevens Act, the optimum
yield is "the amount of fish which will
provide the greatest overall benefit to
the Nation," caking into account the
need for food, the local economy and
the health of the stocks.
Overfishing: The rate or level of fish-

Overfished: A stock of fish that has
been depleted to the point where fishing can no longer be sustained. In the
Pacific region, stocks that dip below 25
percent their historical abundance are
considered
overfished.
The North
Pacific council=however, has refused to
define at what level a stock is overfished. For most stocks no one knows
whether they've been overfished or not.
The studies have not been done.
•

Photo: The overfished
lingcod. Courtesy NOAA

Fisheries

______________ ........................
been the most rapid decline for any significant large vertebrate population in history,"
he says.
Bue in the opinion of the Western Pacific
Fishery Management Council, there were
more important things co worry about than
an endangered sea turtle. For example, in
the Wimer 2000 issue of ics newsletter, the
council noted that swordfishing closures·
ordered by a federal court for the benefit of
sea turtles cost the industry $15 million a
year. "It is not in the best interest to have
Hawai'i's catch levels rednned at this critical
time," the council said in an article. It called
the court decisions to protect sea turtles "an
affront to the council process."
The council also protested NOAA
Fisheries' 2001 ruling that the longline fishery jeopardized the Jeatherback's existence.
"After reviewing the (ruling) one is left with
the unsettling conclusion that the data and
rationale have been manipulated co fit a preconceived jeopardy opinion for leatherbacks

"
The council's critics say it often acts as
though it is a subsidiary of the Hawai'i
Longline Association, a trade group headed
by Sean Martin, its president and a Western
Pacific council member. The Hawaii
Longline
Association
called
NOAA
Fisheries' ruling "faith based population
dynamics"
and "junk science."
It said
NOAA Fisheries was engaged in a "shameful pattern of sham actions."
Hawaii's · longliners
grew
fourfold
between 1987 and 1990, and within a decade
annual landings had soared to 13.2 million
pounds, worth $21 million. Much of this
increase occurred after Jongline vessels decimated Atlantic populations of targeted fish
and moved to Hawaiian waters. Cook and
Martin held two of the 164 swordfishing
longline permits in Hawai'i.
Many
threats
have
caused
the
leacherback's collapse in r.he Pacific, including the theft of eggs from nests. But the
authors of the Nature article found that
adulc females were getting lose at alarmingly
high numbers in the general area of the
Pacific where the Hawai"i longliners were
setting their hooks.
While this sea turtle slaughter was taking
place in the 1990s, Cook was chair of the
Western Pacific council's Pelagics Standing
Committee, which made recommendations
on the yearly swordfish catch and corresponding sea turtle kill. Cook was also a
member of the Western Pacific council,
which voted on those recommendacions.
And like his partner Sean Martin, Cook
stood to personally benefit from votes allowing him to fish in ways that kill sea turtles.
NOAA Fisheries knew as early as 1982
that longline gear off Hawaii accidentally
captured leatherbacks. In a 1991 biological
opinion, it authorized the annual caking of
25 sea turtles, with no more than one death
of leatherback and one death for two other
endangered curries harmed by longliners,
the olive ridley and the green. And it limited the longliners to 1.4 million hooks.
Bur the longliners weren't paying arrencion or didn't care, and apparently neicher
did the Western Pacific council. In 1991,
longline fishermen in the waters off Hawai'i
set approximately 12.3 million hooks more than 10 times the limit sec by NOAA
Fisheries. They caught 9.9 million pounds
of swordfish, 5.8 million pounds of various
large tuna - and, according to the best estimates of NOAA Fisheries, 752 endangered

or threatened sea turtles, of which about 250
were believed to have died.
Rather than battle the Western Pacific
council and its influential longliners, NOAA
Fisheries authorized the capture of 754 sea
turtles in 1994, including 244 leatherbacks.
But the longliners caught 993 that year. Over
the next several years the agency authorized
increasing numbers of turtle captures or
killings. In 1999, it allowed the longliners co
capture 955 sea turtles, in spite of its own
conclusion that this would jeopardize the
continued existence of the sea turtle
species.
As early as 1994, the Ocean Conservancy
(known then as the Center for Marine
Conservation)
warned NOAA Fisheries
about the need co protect the turtles,
Finally, in 1999, with sea turtle populations collapsing around the Pacific, two
groups - the Ocean Conservancy and the
Turtle Island Restoration Network - sued
NOAA Fisheries for allowing longliners to

kill

the

turtles

in

violation

of

the

Endangered Species.Act and the National
Environmental Policy Acc. Though the lawsuit did not name the Western Pacific council as a defendant (the council cannot be
sued over its regulations because they technically are just recommendations that are
enforced by NOAA Fisheries), the council
has always expressed its own "continuing
opposition" to rules protecting the turtles.
"We cold the court that these turtles are
heading for extinction and you can't keep
authorizing the longliners to take more and
more turtles," said Paul Achitoff, the attorney for Earthjustice who filed the lawsuit.
"Their analysis just didn't make any sense."
The federal judge agreed, issuing a
sweeping injunction that closed millions of
square miles in the Pacific co swordfish
longlining. Soon after, NOAA Fisheries
finally announced that the fishery was likely
to je.oparrli·u: thF. conrinued
existence of the.
green, leathcrback and loggerhead turtles.
In response,
the Hawai'i Longline
Association, the trade group headed by its
president, Sean Martin, filed at least three
legal actions with the intent to reverse the
agency decision, calling it "deeply flawed,
clearly contrary to the best scienceavailable,
unlawful, and detrimental to the best interests of the species NOAA Fisheries is
required to protect."
The Hawaii longliners argue that most of
the lcatherbacks are killed by foreign fishing
fleets, and that their own impacts are miniscule in comparison. "Because the (U.S.)
fishery is so highly regulated, and so small in
number, it neither could cause the existing
population decline, nor, through further regulation, can it reverse the trend," the longliners' association said in court papers.
The group noted that Asian and South
American vessels kill many more sea turtles
than the Hawaiian vessels do, and employ
far more
destructive
methods.
The
Hawaiian longliners say that a shutdown of
the U.S. fleet will result in more turtle
deaths, not less.
Interestingly, Sean Marrin and Jim Cook
helped build the very fisheries they now
criticize. According to the web site of their
company, Pacific Ocean Producers has
installed more than 350 longline systems
since 1985 in Hawaii ( 125 systems), Tahiti
(75 systems), Samoa, Fiji, Micronesia,
Marshall Islands, Tonga, Papua New

continued on Page 18
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Industry resists
Pew Commission's
call for change

L

ast June, the Pew Oceans
Commission released a major
report calling for reform of the
way fisheries are governed. The prestigious Oceans Commission, made up of
environmental, industry, and government representatives called for a new
National Oceans Policy and regional
ocean ecosystem councils staffed with non-partisan scientists. It
would not eliminate federal fishery councils, but would strip them of
any responsibility for balancing conservation and economics. Some
conservationists would go further than the Oceans Commission and
toss the entire fisheries council system overboard, and move NOAA
Fisheries out of the Department of Commerce.
The report, "America's Living Oceans: Charting a Course for Sea
Change," presented incontrovertible evidence chat of 304 managed
stocks that have been fully assessed, just under a third are either overfished, experiencing overfishing, or both.
The .commission found that after fishers decimate a prized species,
they move on to related, but perhaps Jess valuable, species. When
these less valuable species then decline, fishermen move co yet
another species and so on. This is a widespread problem occurring
among rockfish on the Pacific coast, and contributing to severe
declines in crustacean fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska.
The Oceans Commission was not the only source this year of troubling news about the oceans. Last May, the journal Nature revealed
that just 10 percent of all large fish - including tuna, swordfish, marlin
and the large·groundfish such as cod, halibut, skates and flounder remain alive in the sea. Most strikingly, the study showed chat industrial fisheries take only ten to fifteen years co grind any new fish commurutv thev encounter to one
tenth ~f what it was before.
The Ocean Commission's find- c._::,,,.__..a..i
ings and recommendations have drawn loud criticism from the fishing industry, which claims it is
.
already making changes. "Pew is attempting to manufacture a crisis to justify its call for a top-down federal bureaucracy
and more opportunities for lawsuits," said Rod Moore executive
director of the West Coast Seafood Processors Association: a lobbying
group _based in Portland. "We have local people responding to problems right now; creating a new Washington, D.C.-based agency and
relegating the public to an advisory role will undercut local and
regional initiatives that are succeeding. Instead of more lawsuits lee's
invest in more science so we can make the right decision."
'
The National Fisheries Institute, the nation's largest non-profit
seafood trade association, said the current system of fisheries councils
is, while not perfect, "working remarkably well." The group called
the Ocean Commission's idea of a National Oceans Commission as
"an unnecessary financial and bureaucratic burden to the management of our oceans."
The Oceans Commission was the first comprehensive examination
of US Ocean Policy in 30 years. le defined the problems facing the
oceans, but also provided a road map for policymakers co restore
America's oceans and fisheries. The report notes that rebuilding US
fisheries has the potential to "restore and create tens of thousands of
family wage jobs and add at least 1.3 billion dollars to the U.S. economy." It cites seven main areas to rebuild America's fisheries:
1: Redefine the Principal Objective of American Marine Fishery
Policy co Protect, Maintain and Restore Marine Ecosystems.
2. Separate Conservation and Allocation Decisions.
3. Implement Ecosystem-Based Planning and Marine Zoning.
4. Regulate the Use of Fishing Gear that is Destructive to Marine
Habitats.
5. Require Bycatch Monitoring and Management Plans as a
Condition of Fishing.
6. Require Comprehensive Access and Allocation Planning as a
Condition of Fishing.
7. Establish a Permanent Fishery Conservation and Management
Trust Fund.
For a copy of the report, go tO www.pewoceans.org.
•
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Plundering~~~~~~~~
Killed by longlinc fisheries in the Pacific: Four sea turtles and an albatross

Leatherback sea turtle

Green sea turtle

Olive ridley sea turtle

Loggerhead sea turtle

Black-footed albatross

Endangered throughout its
global range. Unlike many other sea turtles, the leatherback
has a soft rubbery shell. The
species feeds primarily on jellyfish and is capable of diving
to depths greater than 3,000
feet. The Pacific population
has been decimated by foreign
and U.S. longline fleets.

Threatened except for rhe
population breeding on the
Pacific coasc of Mexico, which
is listed as endangered. Greens
comprised 14 percent of the
annual observed take of all
species of turtles by the
Hawaiian-based longline fishery in the 1990s.

Threatened throughout its
global range, with the
Mexican nesting population
endangered. Threats are mortality from fishing and harvest
of females and their eggs.
Olive ridJeys comprised 18%
of the annual rake of all
species of sea turtles by the
Hawaiian longliners.

Threatened. It has a reddish
brown, bony carapace, with a
comparatively l:irge head.
Adult loggerheads range in
weight between 150 and 400
pounds. NOAA estimates
that s;oo0-50,000 loggerheads are killed each year by
fishing activities.

The population of black-footed albatross in the Northwest
Hawaiian Islands dropped as
longlining expanded in the
1990s. Each year hundreds of
thousands of seabirds die globally from longliners and
become unintended "bycarch"
The birds dive for the baited
hooks.

Guinea, Guam, Saipan, ew Zealand,
Iew
Caledonia,
Australia
and
California. "Pacific Ocean Producers
has played a major role in developing
fisheries in the South Pacific islands,"
the web site says.
Of course, just because ocher nations
kill sea turtles doesn't make it right for
Americans to do it. Should we expect
ochers co do anything until the U.S.
cakes the lead?
"I blame the U.S. government for
failing to create a fishery here chat's a
model for the rest of the world," says
Todd Steiner of the Turtle Island
Restoration Network, a conservation
group. "Until we clean up· our own act
we're not in any positions to put forward
any progressive fishery plan for the rest
of the world. Thar's what were crying to
do with chis litigation. And I don't buy
their claim that U.S. vessels are treating
sea turtles with more respect than foreign vessels."
In August 2003, a federal court in

Washington, D.C., struck down the councils don't publish simple sumswordfishing
ban on procedural maries of stock assessments chat would
grounds, granting the longliners at least· help the public more easily understand
a temporary victory. In October, another what is happening co their fisheries.
ruling gave NOAA Fisheries six months · Even experts have trouble deciphering
to redo its biological opinion.
the fishery councils' reports. "I think its
one of this implies, of course, outrageous that the people who are
any criminal activity. From the responsible for managing our fisheries·
beginning, Congress explicitly make it so difficult for ordinary citizens
exempted fishery council members
or anyone else to get accurate clear
from federal conflict-of-interest laws.
information about how our fish are
Congress wanted co let the industry doing," Hirschfield says.
govern itself. Conservation groups and
The system seems cuscom built for
scientists participate in advisory panel industry insiders only. A recent study of
discussions bur have no seat at the table the nation's eight fishery councils found
when the councils meet. Members of chat 49 percent of all council members
the public who attend council meetings appointed between 1990 and 2001 repmay be discouraged by the acronyms resented commercial fishing interests.
and the difficult science (See "How to Another 33 percent represented recreSpeak 'Fisheries.'?' Page 16).
ational fishing interests, according co
The fishery councils make little the paper written by Tom Okey (a
effort to translate their information to researcher at the University of British
words the public can easily understand, Columbia) and published in the acadesays Michael Hirschfield, a scientist
mic journal Marine Policy. These numwith Oceana, a conservation group. The bers do not include the state and feder-

N

al officials who are statutory members of
the councils.
Between them, the two prongs of the
fishing industry controlled 82 percent of
the appointed members' votes. The
other 18 percent of the seats were held
by biologists, social scientists, environmentalists, conservationists, consumer
affairs experts, and tribal representatives. (The three Pacific Ocean councils
have never had a conservation or consumer affairs expert on their rosters,
though the Pacific council does have
one tribal member.)
Okey says granting the fishing industry such dominance over ocean policy
and management decisions has led to
unsustainable fishing, degraded marine
ecosystems, and impoverished fishing
communities.
"Management systems tend co favor
big money interests when they are
structured co be intluenced by those
interests," he says.
"We have an antiquated structure

Marine Mammals entangled in Pacific Ocean Fisheries
ishing operations disturb, harass,
injure, or kill marine mammals,
either accidentally or deliberately. The
International
Whaling
Commission estimates chat between
65,000 and 80,000 whales, dolphins,
seals and ocher marine mammals die in
global fisheries every year.
For any given species of marine
mammal killed in a fishery, the number
is often small, but often so are the
species' populations. For example, in
the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands of
Alaska, a groundfish trawl fishery kills
oo or injures an average of 7.8 endangered
2 Steller sea lions each year.
i::
A fishery for thresher shark and
c swordfish off California and Oregon
annually kills or seriously injures 82
~ California sea lions and nearly 24 north- ~ ern right-whale dolphins.
·
M
Since 1996, there have been at least
~ 11 reports of humphack whales entangled in pot gear from the Alaska crus~ tacean pot fishery. Of these entanglements, at least 2 likely killed the endangered whale.

F
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Southeast Alaska/Gulf of Alaska/Bering Sea

California/Oregon/Washington

Bearded seal
Beluga whale
Gray whale
Dall's porpoise
Fin whale

Baird's beaked whale
Bonlenose dolphin
California sea lion
Common dolphin, shortbeaked
·Common dolphin, longbeaked
Cuvier's beaked whale
Dall's porpoise
Harbor porpoise
Harbor seal
Humpback whale
Killer whale
Long-beaked common
dolphin
Mesoploclont beaked whale
Minke whale
Northern elephant seal
Northern fur seal

Harbor porpoise
Harbor seal
Humpback whale
Killer whale
Northern elephant seal
Northern fur seal

Northern Pacific whitesided dolphin
Pacific walrus
Ribbon seal
Ringed seal
Sea otter
Spotted seal
Steller sea lion

Hawai'i
Botdenose dolphin
False killer whales
Hawaiian monk seal
Rough-toothed dolphin

Risso's dolphin
Short-finned pilot whale
Spinner dolphin
Sperm whale

Northern Pacific white-sided
dolphin
Northern right-whale
dolphin
Pacific white-sided dolphin
Pygmy sperm whale
Risso's dolphin
Sea otter
Short-beaked common
dolphin
Short-finned pilot whale
Southern Pacific white-sided
dolphin
Sperm whale
Steller sea lion
Striped dolphin
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not up to the task of rebuilding species
or protecting endangered species like
turtles," says Kate Wing of the Natural
Resources Defense Council. "It was not
designed to fix those problems."
Uncil this year, Hans Radeke, an
economist, served as chair of the Pacific
council. When his term expired,
Commerce Secretary Don Evans filled
the seat with a charter boat operator.
The Pacific council already had three
charcer boat operators on its roster. Now
it has four, and still no conservationists,
biologists or industry outsiders. With
two other recreational fishers on the
council, that one industry controls a
clear majority of the votes.
"Charter boat operators make up less
than 10 percent of recreational fishing
trips in the ocean butwet for some reason they are very heavily represented on
the council," Radtke says. "This representation by the one industry does not
make sense. The general public, whoever that might be, is not there anymore."
Just because a council member gees a
paycheck from fishing does not automatically mean his or her votes will go
contrary co good conservation, says Peter
Huhtala, conservation director for the
Pacific Marine Conservation Coalition
in Astoria. "But you look at the eraok
record of what's happened co say the
Pacific council, there's got to be a problem."
That track record, says Zeke Grader
of the Pacific Coast Federation of
Fishermen's Associations, has been
poor. "In both New England and the
West Coast, of course: the council
process allowed, even encouraged, the
near total collapse of those groundfish
fisheries," he says. "Even among the
less publicized fisheries there are lots of
stocks that are overfished or on the
verge of collapse. Stock rebuilding programs have had spotty success, and
frankly provide coo little too lace.
"Prevention of a collapse in the first
place would have saved fishing dependent families, jobs and communities
from intense economic dislocation that
should never have happened. Even if
you quibble with the definitions of
'overfished,' the fact is inescapable that
today nearly half of the fisheries under
council management are in piss poor
shape."
Much of this had been due to politics,
particularly as played by the powerful
Republican Senator from Alaska, Ted
Stevens and two powerful Democrats,
Hawai'i's Daniel Inouye and Sen. Fritz
Hollings. As members of the Senate
Appropriations Committee, Stevens,
Inouye, and Hollings have a say over
every dollar the government spends and
make special appropriations directly to
fishery councils. For example, Inouye
secured $230,000 from the 2000 budget
specifically to fund the development of
Wespac's "coral reef ecosystem" fishery
plan. According to a former high-ranking
government official, "They are the most
micromanaged agencies in the federal
bureaucracy." Over the years Inouye has
funneled many millions of dollars more
related co the council's work, including
$5 million for "economic disaster assistance" for the longline fishing industry
chat helped devastate endangered sea

In 2000, Inouye - citing Wespac's
plans for its "coral reef ecosystem" fishery - convinced Congress to pass a bill
requiring Clinton to place the planned
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands Reserve
under
the jurisdiction
of the
Department of Commerce, Wespac's
home agency. This sparked fears among
Hawaii observers chat, as a result of
backing from the powerful Senator, the
council would be able continue its legacy of environmental destruction,
unchecked, in some of the most vulnerable areas of the Western Pacific.
This summer Stevens pushed a rider
that would stop NOAA Fisheries from
conducting scientific research on deep
sea coral habitat off Alaska until 2005
(when he presumably would ascend co
chairman of the powerful Commerce
committee, which oversees ocean fisheries, and from where he will be able to
exert even more influence on behalf of
the industry).
In the past, Stevens pushed similar
riders saying that the Endangered
Species Act shall not apply to the Steller
sea lion. The sea lion plummeted as botcom-trawlers scooped up pollock in huge
quantities.
With Stevens and Inouye looking
over their shoulders, the bureaucrats at
NOAA Fisheries have given "a rubber
scamp" of approval co council decisions,
says Josh Eagle of the Stanford Fisheries
Policy Project at Stanford Law
School. "The system was set up by
Congress with the intention that
(NOAA Fisheries) would have a very
small, limited role with respect co overseeing the councils. As the system is sec
up, the choice is being made by fishermen, who are going to err on the side of
not giving up income."
hutting down a fishery in one location often leads them co go fish
someplace else. So when the federal court closed a million square miles of
high seas to swordfishing to save the sea
turtle, the fleet didn't just give up. They
sailed right through a loophole in the
court decision.
Longliners discovered that if they
shifted their operations to California or
Mexico, they could escape the narrow
terms of the court ruling. Soon after, at
least 40 longline boats from in Hawai'i
began unloading their catches in
California
pores.
Pacific
Ocean
Producers, the ship chandlery operated
by Sean Martin and Jim Cook, opened a
warehouse in Ensenada, Mexico, co supply them with gear, ice and bait.
The quantity of swordfish landed at
San Pedro, Calif., increased from 1.5
million pounds in 1999 co 2.6 million
pounds in 2000.
"Nobody thought the response of the
industry would be co just to move outside the geographic scope of that injunction,"
said
Deborah
Sivas of
Earthjusrice. "We have the exact same
issues here."
"Whenever there have been regulations, they moved co where there
weren't regulations," said Brendan
Cummings, an attorney with the
Tucson-based Center for Biological
Diversity, one of the plaintiffs in sea turtle litigation.
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Jongliners out of California appear co be
killing sea curries in the same numbers
as they did in Hawai'i, yet the agency at
first refused to shut them down.
So once again, conservation groups
went back to court. After an initial setback in district court, the Ninth U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals granted chem a
favorable ruling in August 2003.
"NOAA Fisheries knew they were
violating the Endangered Species Act,
and even had observers on board observing the take of turtles. But NOAA
Fisheries was unwilling to take enforcemerit action - either prosecution under
the ESA, or by imposing Hawai'i-style
regulations," Cummings said.
This summer, the Pacific council had
an opportunity co impose Hawai'i-style
regulations on the migrating longliners.
Instead the Pacific council voted to let
chem continue catching swordfish and
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The Pacific council's action may not
stand. It prompted a pointed response
from William Hogarth, assistant director
of fisheries at NOAA Fisheries, who
indicated the agency would soon overturn the Pacific council's decision perhaps because it has finally grown
weary of losing lawsuits.
"It is difficult to understand how the
council chose to propose measures that
clearly do not provide adequate protection for endangered and threatened sea
turtles," Hogarth said in a letter to the
judge. "Nonetheless, that is the situation, which disappoints me greatly." •
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Advance Reservations Required

Moby Dick Hotel
& OysterFarm
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The Moby Dick is the perfect place to go for a
group retreat. Conservation groups,
boards of directors·, leadership councils and
other organizations will find great food and
terrific accommodations to suit your needs. During
your stay, make sure you visit our world-class
organic oyster beds in picturesque Willapa Bay.

P.O. Box 82, Nahcotta, WA 98637
(360) 665-4543 • (360) 665-6887 (fax)
www.nwplace.com/mobydickhotel
mobydickhotel@willapabay.org
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1739 N Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036
FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION
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Plunderingthe Pacific
IN

OUR

OPINION

Fixing our failed fisheries
Naked self-interest, ignoring warning signs of declining species,
knowingly permitting overfishing, and looking the other way when
accidental catches - or bycatch - severely deplete vulnerable species
such as sea turtles: these are just a few of the features of the failing
management system that governs the precious resources of the
Pacific Ocean.
This survey of three regional fishery management councils reveals
specific examples of how individual managers, the councils, find the
federal agency that oversees those councils have failed the ocean.
· Perhaps the most unsettling aspect of this review is that it may be
just the tip of the iceberg. Having only begun to look, who knows
what the hidden.. cumulative impact of 25 years of such faulty
resource management may be.
And yet, with so little knowledge of these cumulative impacts, we
keep fishing. Pare of this has to do with demand for seafood. Part of
it has to do with shore-term 'economic interests. But part of it is a
system that knows only how to harvest fish. When the
Magnuson Act was written into law, the impetus was to promote
fishing as an economic force. Now, with major fishery stocks in
decline and the potential 'for many stocks that have not been
assessed co be in trouble, not to mention the corals, invertebrates
and marine mammals which are also in jeopardy, we have reached a
crossroads in how we will manage the ocean.
The recent
prestrgrous,
multi-stakeholder
Pew Oceans
Commission charts a mid-course correction. The first comprehensive review of US ocean policy in thirty years identified the very
problems detailed in this report and a_ whole slew of other problems

facing our oceans. From non-point source pollution to coastal
sprawl, restoring the oceans will be a tremendous challenge.
Restoring America's fisheries, though challenging, is well within
our grasp. We simply need the political will to do it. A quick look at
'the rapidity with which we created a department of homeland security indicates that creating a department of the oceans can be done.
The stakes are high: according to NOAA Fisheries statistics, the value of commercial landings in California, Oregon and Washington in
2002 amounted to $319 million .. Hawaii totaled $52 million and
Alaska topped the list at $811 millioJn. Economically, these are valuable natural resources. Ecologically, it's clear that we really do not
know that much about the ocean yet from the recent "discoveries" of
deep sea, cold water corals to the complex interactions between different species of rockfish.
"·
The first order of business is to reform the deeply flawed fishery
management council system. Separating conservation decisions from
allocation decisions, that is, removing the conflict of interest, is the
first step. To do this - and to take the next step in creating a management system that puts conservation first (instead of commerce)
and moves us
••
toward sustain.ilile management ·_ your voice is needed. As the
Ocean~ Commission s_tated so
"This is ~~ta decision about
us. It rs about our children, and acuons we must take .. to bequeath
them thriving oceans and healthy coastlines."
••
So take a look at the ideas listed below in the "What You Can Do"
editorial and get involved in restoring the fish and the oceans."' ~
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What you can do for the Pacific Ocean?
hile the ocean and the fish and wildlife in it can truly
belong to no one, you as an American citizen and the federal agencies that manage these resources are responsible
for how these resources are managed. Probably the single most
important thing you can do as a citizen is to speak up and let your
friends, family, community and decisionmakers know that you want
increased protections for our oceans. There are several ways to do
this:
.
I
1. Become informed about fisheries management. Two recent
reports detail the state of America's fisheries. The first is the Pew
Oceans
Commission
report · which
can
be
found
at
www.pewoceans.org. The second is the US Commission on Ocean
Policy which can be found at www.oceancommission.gov.
Various
ocean conservation organizations put out electronic and printed
information about pressing issues and how you can get involved. See
a
partial
list
of
ocean
conservation
groups
at:
www.conservefish.org/site/aboutus/links
2. Sign the Conserve Our Ocean Legacy petition to build support
for increased protections for our ocean ecosystems. Conserve Our
Ocean Legacy is educating citizens across the country about the
problems in our oceans and solutions. You can sign the petition and
learn more at: www.oceanlegacy.org
3. Ask your representative and senators to reform the fisheries
management system to put conservation first in protecting the
ocean. Ask them to end the conflict of interest that threatens the
health of Pacific Ocean fish and wildlife. To find your representative
go to: www.house.gov To find your senators go to: www.senate.gov
4. Join a conservation group that is working toward sustainable
fisheries management. A partial list of ocean conservation groups
can be found at: www.conservefish.org/sitc/aboucus/links
5. Vote with Your Pocketbook. Talk to the person selling you fish.
Ask them where the fish came from and if it was sustainably harvested. Ask your market or restaurant to carry or serve fish that is
not endangered or overfished and that the fishery doesn't have sig-
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nificant bycatch associated with it.
6. Learn about your watershed. All water drains to the ocean; so
you're connected to the sea, even if you can't see it. Go natural.
Learn how to maintain your lawn -and garden without chemicals.
The rain that washes off your yard, Into the river, and into the ocean
will be cleaner for it. Prevent waste·_ prevent waste from winding
up in tn'e' .ocean _:_ choose reusable packaging and products, and
walk on a cleaner beach next time.
7. Talk about it. Talk to your friends, family and neighbors about
the importance of conserving our ocean legacy. Organize a slide
show by a conservation group for your community. If you live in a
coastal area, talk to a commercial fishermen about these issues. If
you live in an inland area, talk to sportfishers about these issues.
8. Advocate directly. A direct way to ensure sustainable fisheries
management is to participate in the regulation-making
process. All
Council decisions are required by law to include public comment.
All meetings are open to the public. Unfortunately, meetings are
usually held during business hours so it may be difficult co attend.
Written comments are acceptable. Most actions the Councils take
are printed in the Federal Register, These actions include meetings
and regulatory actions. They include information about how to comment on these proposed actions.
Pacific Council (California, Oregon, Washington)
www.pcouncil.org
www.pcouncil.org/operations/involved.html#Ten_Ways
This is an excellent guide to getting involved in fishery management at the Council level.
Western Pacific Council
www.wpcouncil.org
North Pacific Council
www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfm
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LINKS TO KEY SOURCES OF INFORMATION
ON THE PACIFIC OCEAN

Resource Guide

CaWornia Coast.keeper
www.cacoastkeeper.org

PUBLICATIONS

FEDERAL

America's Living Oceans: Charting a Course for
Sea Change. Pew Oceans Commission2003

Magnuson Sustainable Fisheries Act
www.nmfs.noaa.gov/sfa/magact
Marine Mammal Commission
www.mmc.gov

The report, the first comprehensive look at
the health of our oceans in 30 years,
describes the many threats to the ocean and
offers realistic recommendations that our
government should adopt. The Commission
focuses on how human, activities affect the
ocean and uses direct input from citizens as a
primary source for its recommendations.
Online at www.pewcornrnission.org.

Environmental Defense • Hawaii
www.edf.org/hawaii

NOAA Fisheries
www.nmfs.noaa.gov
North Padfic Flsbeiy ~

r.oundl

www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc
Padfit Fishery Management Council

www.pcouncil.org
Pad& Stat.es Marine Fisheries C41nmission

Fish aggregate on deep sea reefs-that is precisely why, as one scientist puts it, "fishermen trawl them."Oeep Sea Corals explores the
world of sponges and corals and their role in feeding, breeding and
spawning areas for numerous fish and shellfish species. Online at
\\ wwoceana.org.

Horrors of the Deep! Chilling tales of denial.
conflict of interest and mismanagement of
America's Ocean Resources
Marine Fish Conservation Network 2003
A series of case studies that descnibes a pattern of mismanagement, poor decision making
based on insufficient science and conflicts of
interest at the eight federal Fishery
Management Councils.They are illustrative of
a.quarter-century of missed opportunities, bro/ken promises and environmental and
economic decline. Online at

www.psmfc.org
Western Pacific Management Council
www.wpcouncil.org

& SEAFOOD

Western Seafood Producers Association
www.wcspa.com
Fishermen's Marketing Association
www.trawl.org
Heads Up! West Coast fisheries
www.heads-up.net
Pacific Coast Fed.of Fishermen's Assoc.
www.pcffa.org

Eye of the Albatross: Visions of Hope and Survival. Carl Safina. Henry
Holt 2002
Eye of the Albatross takes us so~ring to locales where whales, sea
turtles, penguins, and shearwaters flourish in their own quotidian
rhythms. Safina's guide and inspiration is a bird he calls Amelia,
whose life he portrays in fascinating detail. Interwoven with recollections of whalers and famous explorers, Eye of the Albatross
probes the unmistakable environmental impact of the encounters
between man and marine life. We also recommend Salina's previous
book, Song of a Blue Ocean.
Health of the Oceans 2002
The Ocean Conservancy
This annual report assesses the state of ocean
resources and management and calls for revolutionary changes in the way our oceans are
managed. It provides ways that individuals,
communities, and lawmakers can work together to restore the oceans. A report
on five areas: ocean governance, fish and fisheries, marine wildlife, ocean waters, and ocean
ecosystems. In many cases,the news is not
good. Online at www.oceancenservancy.org.

Environment Hawaii
planet-hawaii.com/environment
Georgia Strait Alliance
www.georgiastrait.org

Hawan Audubon
www.hawaiiaudubon.com
Institute for Fishery Resources
www.ifrfish.org
ICahea

www.kahea.org

FISHING

Hawan Longline Association
www.rrhi.com/hla

www.conserv efish.org.

Center for Biological Diversity
www.sw-center.org/swcbd
Earthjustice Honolulu
http://www.earthjustice.org/regionalfho
nolulu/

National Marine Sanctuaries
www.sanctuaries.nos.noaa.gov

Deep Sea Corals: Out of Sight. but No Longer Out of Mind
Oceana2003

Living Oceans Society
www.livingoceans.org
Marine Conservation Biology Institute
www.mcbi.org
Marine Fish Conservation Network
www.conservefish.org
Natural Resources Defense Council
www.nrdc.org/water/ocea:ns/default.asp
Ocean Conservancy
www.oceanconservancy.org

United Anglers
www.unitedanglers.org

Oceana
www.oceana.org
www.savecorals.com

SCI ENCE LIN KS

Ocean Wilderness Network
WW\Y.oceanwildemessnetwork.org

Audubon Guide to Seafood
magazine.audubon.org/seafood/guide

Oregon Sea Conference
Dec. 6, 2003 at Portland State University.
Workshops on the Politics of the Ocean,
what you can do, more.
www.audubonportland.org

Monterey Bay Aquarium
www.mbayaq.org

Oregon Shores Conservation Coalition
home.teleport. com/-orshores

Northwest Fisheries Science Center
www.nwfsc.noaa.gov

Pacific Marine Conservation Council
www.pmcc.org

Oregon Sea Grant
seagrant.oregonstate.edu

People for Puget Sound
www.pugetsound.org

Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center
www.nmfs.hawaii.edu

Turtle Island Restoration Network
http:/ /www.seaturtles.org/

Stanford Fiaherie, l"oUcy Project

Seaweb
www.seaweb.org

Alaska Fisheries Science Center
www.afsc.noaa.gov

fisheries.stanford.edu/resources.html

NON-GOVERNMENT

Surfrider Foundation
www.surfrider.org
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ORGANIZATIONS

c,
Alaska Marine Conservation Council
www.akmarine.org

The Rockfishes of the Northeast Pacific
Milton Love. Mary Yoklavich, Lyman K. Thorsteinson.
University of California Press 2002

n
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Alaska Oceans Network
www.alaskaoceans.net

Rockfish populations are in a severe decline throughout the
Northeastern Pacific, and the need for a deep understanding of their
biology, ecology, and management has never been more critical. This
book addresses all aspects of our current knowledge of this diverse
and interesting group of groundfish species, and it is written clearly
and with humor. Check out Lovelab, the web site at
"W\\.id.ucsb.edu/lo"\"efab.
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Aquarium of the Pacific
www.aquariumofpacific.org
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Audubon Society of Portland
www.audubonportland.org/cons/marine.h
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Portland OR 97204·1535
(503) 222-1963
FAX (503) 222-1405
Email oec@orcouncil.org
Web www.orcouncil.org

FRI ENDS OF CASCADIA
1000 Friends of Oregon
534 SW Third Avenue, Suite 300
Portland, OR 97204-2597
(503) 497-1000
FAX (503) 223-0073
Kalmiopsis Audubon Society
Active in protecting forests and defending
Oregon's Land-use laws. Our national awardwinning "Storm Petrel" is a valuable environmental newsletter.
P.O. Box 1265, Port Orford, OR 97465
(541) 332-6009.
www.harborside.com/ cc/audubon
Audubon Society of Portland
Audubon Society of Portland is a community of
caring people actively Learning about and protecting native birds, wildlife and wild places,
in the city and beyond · join us!
5151 NW Cornell Road, Portland, OR 97210
(503) 292-6855/ FAX (503) 292·1021
general@audubonportland.org
www.audubonportland.org

Oregon Natural Desert Association
ONDA works to protect the wildlands and
waterways of Oregon's spectacular High Desert
while seeking to end industrial abuses of our
public Lands.
Main Office:
16 NW Kansas Ave., Bend, OR 97701
(541) 330-2638
FAX (541) 385·3370
Field Office:
732 SW Third Ave., Suite 407
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 525-0193
FAX (503) 228-9720
onda@onda.org

~-~~-~-~-~~

Oregon Natural Resources Council
Enyayiny ddivbl~ in ou, wilderness carnpaiqn,
ONRC seeks permanent protection for Oregon's
pristine wildlands, wildlife and waters.
5825 N Greeley, Portland, OR 97217
(503) 283-6343

River Network
River Network protects rivers by orgamzmg
Local groups, and by acquiring threatened iverLands for permanent protection.
National Office: 520 SW Sixth Ave, Suite 1130
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 241-3506 or 1·800-423-6747
FAX (503) 241-9256
www.rivernetwork.org
Selkirk-Priest Basin Association
SAVING SANTA'S REINDEER ... Help us save the
Last free-roaming herd of mountain caribou Left
in the entire U.S.
Box 1809, Priest River, Idaho, 83856
(208) 448-2971 (phone/fax)
gbail@dmi.net
www.spbainc.org

The Tualatin Riverkeepers
The Tualatin Riverkeepers is a citizen-based
organization working to restore and protect
Oregon's Tualatin River system. The
Riverkeepers promotes watershed stewardship
through public education, public access, citizen involvement and advocacy.
Tualatin Riverkeepers
16 340 SW Beef Bend Rd
Sherwood, OR 97140
( 503) 590-5813
FAX (503) 590-6702
info@tualatinriverkeepers.org
www.tualati nriverkeepers. org

Southeast Alaska Conservation Council

SEACC is devoted to p·otecting the prime old·
growth forest of the Tongass - our biggest,
wettest and wildest notional forest.
(907) 586-6942/ FAX (907) 463-3312
info@seacc.org or www.seacc.org

Oregon Trout
Tidepool.org
Columbia Riverkee~er
.• Oregon Trout is a regional non-profit conserveTidepool.org is the daily on-line news service
Citiz~ns group working _to ~ritect the wa~et · -'tion ofganization that unites concerned indifor the rain forest coast. A project of Ecotrust.
quahty of the Columbia River and all hfe victuals around the common goal of protecting
Ed Hunt, Editor
dependent upon her.
and restoring our native fish and our water4103 S.R. 4 West, Rosburg, WA 98643
P.O. Box 912 · Bingen:, WA 98605 ·
sheds.
!; -($60b 4&5·,2433
_
509 493-2808
·' '
117 SW Naito Parkway
emhunt@willapabay.org ~
P.O. Box 1254 · Hood River, OR 97031 ·
Portland, OR 97204
www.tidepool.org
~~
,
541 387-3030
(503) 222-9091
P.O. Box 82733 · Portland, OR 97282 ·
FAX (503) 222·9187
.
.
503 7 27 -2580
info@ortrout_org
Environmental Com~umty ' ·• :
www.columbiariverkeeper.org
www.ortrout.org
Training Resources •or the Environmental.,

...

Trout Unlimited
Trout Unlimited is North America's Leading
coldwater conservation organization, wor1<ing
to the conserve, protect and restore trout,
salmon and watersheds.
Western Conservation Office
213 SW Ash St., Suite 205
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 827-5700
FAX (503) 827-5672
amoore@tu.org
www.tu.org

WaterWatch of Oregon
Rivers need water: Wi)terWatch works to keep
water in its natural course-thus protecting
fish and wildlife, maintaining clean water, and
providing recreation to.all Oregonians.
213 SW Ash St., Suite 208
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 295-4039 lnfo@walerwatch.Or.[.
www.waterwatch.org
,
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Community (TREC) provides training and consul: . , western Environmental Law Center
-R-aJ.. :\~
...
~.,..
~b-,~
1V_i_d,.:~h,..:·-.an-.
d_F_il_m_P_r_o_d-uct-io-n-t;_,-,_
tation · for non-profit environmen~l groups WELC proudly represents activists, groups, and
Creating communication tools for conserva- Producing documentaries on threats to our
including fundraising, strategic planning, board tribes seeking to protect and restore theWest's
tion, sustainability, & justice
air, water and forests. Working with citizen
development, and fiscal and personnel manage- forests, grasslands, wildlife, and cornmunities.
PO Box 14906, Portland, OR 97293
groups usi~ videos ~s _acti~~.!?~ls,~,
.
ment..
1216 Lincoln Street
www.greenfire,pr~uct!O"n$.org karen~feen, . Ieachinq'pfoduction skills to young ,
sts.
23824 Vashon H\gnway SW, P.O. Box 13438
Eugene, Oregon 97401
fireproductfuns.org · ·
2217 NW Johnson
•
.·
Burton,
WA
98013·0438
(541) 485-2471/ FAX (541) 485-2457
Phone: 503-736-1295 Fax 503-736-1319
Portland OR 97210
(206)
463-7800
westernlaw@welc.org
www.greenfireproductions.org
dgenasc\@teleport.com
FAX (206) 463-7801
www.welc.org
· www.rainbowvideoandfilm.comi
trec@trecnw.o_rg
Gifford Pinchot Task Force
www.trecnw.org
Since 1996, the Gifford Pinchot Task
Force has served as an advocate for the
ecosystems and communities of
Southwest Washington with particular
focus on the Gifford Pinchot National
Forest. We promote an inc!easi1~g ecoThe Cascadia Times Research Fund supports 1ndepeadent journalists with research grants enablmg_ in-depth journalistic
logically suscainabl~ 1;1se ol public .
forests with recognition of all ecologiro iects to flourish. Our Work is made pos;ihle by the generous support of individ~als and foundations conc~med about
cally i~porcant benefits derived by
the Pacific Northwest: Tue Funl is a non-profit, donations to which are tax deductible to the full extent provided by law.
local economies.
P.O. Box 61647, Vancouver, WA 98666
(360) 992-8733
info@gptaskforce.org;
www.gptaskfo
1 I want' to 'support investigativejournalism for the eh~ironment.
Hanford Action of Oregon
Enclosed is my contribution to the Cascadia Times Research Fund:
Working for an environment safe from the
uncontained hazardous radioactive wastes
~-{
stored at Hanford, the nation's Largest high0 $1000+ Cascadia Circle,
· ~'fJ, . ~ {'C-\
level nuclear waste dumpsite, and the health of
..-<'\_'\~
.:..·""',oO
0 $501-1000 Muckrakers Club
)..
.,v~ ~
the Columbia River Basin.
25-6 NW 23rd Pl. #406, Portland, OK 97,210
$101-_500 McWilliams Society
~o~{
_.
(503) 235-2924
O $51·100 Sustainers
rmbiia@spiritone.com
Gr,een'Fhe Productions
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Supportlnvesfigofiveloumolism
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The Nature Conservancy of Oregon
11111 Preserves biological diversity through voluntary private action. We purchase, manage and
.,::; restore ecologically significant habitats with
c help from our members and volunteers.
821 SE 14th Ave, Portland, OR 97214.
~ (503) 230-1221
.
c FAX (503) 230·9639
U www.tnc.org/oregon
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Oregon Environmental Council
Oregon's eldest statewide environmental
~ group, OEC works to protect Oregon's ~Lean
water and air now and for future generations.
520 SW 6th Avenue, Suite 940
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$25 Individual
$15 Living Lightly

Name:

Address:
City:

State

ZIP

Email:
Tel:

Send to: CTRF, 25·6 Northwest 23rd Pl # 406 Portl~nd, OR 97210
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PACIFIC CORAL GARDENS NEED YOU!
Corals are the

Cradle of Life

in our oceans.

They are being killed daily by destructive bottom ·
trawling.

L i k e an

O a Si S in the desert,

corals provide biodiversity in the ocean. Coral
gardens are nurseries, as well as breeding, feeding,
spawning, and resting grounds for a

of marine life.

myriad

Oneswipeofabottom

trawl can destroy these ancient treasures. This

destruction
CorAI gudt11 off Adak lsla11d i• AtllSka,
co11t•ini•g se« ftlf1s, spo11g,s,
basktt ster.

••d •

Mort tba 1 MILLION TONS of corals
art killtd by bottom fr,nvlrrs er,,ry yt11r.

is 100°/o preventable.

We can protect corals while maintaining vibrant fisheries.

Simnia and ,gg cluster on red gorgo11ia11,
A.nac11pa island. Pllillip Colla, Oceanligl1t.co1n

Help save recently discovered

California

Golden gorgonian i1I kelp forest,

San Clemente Island. Pl1illip Colla.

coral gardens!

JOIN OCEANA'S PROTECTORS OF CORAL TODAY
Log on to www.Oceana.org or call 1-877-7-0CEANA
HELP OCEANA FIGHT TO PROTECT CORALS
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From Alaska to British Columbia to California"

and to places throughout the West, Cascadia
Times investigates the crucial environmental
issues. Get inside the politics and science that are
shaping the future of this big, beautiful and
endangered corner of the world.
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gift for:
Name
Street
Cit

State, Zip Code

CASCADIA TIMES is published at irregular intervals during
the year. Our mission is to publish in-depth reports, some of
which take longer to produce than others. Please contact us if
you have questions about our publishing schedule.

Name
Street
Cit

State.Postal Code

•

e-mail

I like what you're doing. I've enclosed a donation to support Cascadia Times.

Amount:
·-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Total Enclosed:

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLETO Cascadia Times
MAIL THIS FORM TO: Cascadia Times
25-6 NW 23rd Place, No. 406 Portland, OR 97210-3534
Phone: (503) 223-9036 Web: www.times.org Email: cascadiafsspiritone.com

You can also subscribe

online at www.times.org

